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Honoring Medgar Evers
an American Hero
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Congratulations! Mayor-elect

Chokwe Lumumba

50th Anniversary – June 6 – 12, 2013
For week of activities see page 3

‘One City, One Aim, One Destiny’

A Concurrent Resolution to recognize
“International Day of Remembrance”
commemorating the 50th Anniversary of the
Assassination of Medgar Evers, tribute to
“Life and Legacy of an American Hero”

Inside

WHEREAS, on Wednesday, June 12, 2013, the citizens of Mississippi
will commemorate the life and legacy of Medgar Evers, an American
hero, on the 50th anniversary of his assassination, a tragedy which energized the Civil Rights Movement in Mississippi and across the nation;
and
WHEREAS, the Medgar and Myrlie Evers Institute was formed by
Myrlie Evers to continue his life’s work and promote racial reconciliation through education and youth programs, and the Medgar and Myrlie
Evers Institute is coordinating certain events to commemorate the life
and legacy of Medgar Evers on the 50th anniversary of his assassination; and
WHEREAS, as part of the commemorative events, the Medgar and
Myrlie Evers Institute, William Winter Institute for Racial Reconciliation at the University of Mississippi, Mississippi Religious Leadership
Conference, and other groups in Mississippi and beyond are designating
June 12, 2013, as an “International Day of Remembrance” to honor the
life and legacy of Medgar Evers, and to remember our history with honesty and compassion and with a commitment to seeking understanding,
equity and reconciliation across all lines of difference that separate us as
members of the human race; and
WHEREAS, as part of the International Day of Remembrance, the
Medgar and Myrlie Evers Institute, William Winter Institute for Racial
Reconciliation at the University of Mississippi, Mississippi Religious
Leadership Conference, and other groups are planning a special time of
remembrance and reflection from 12 noon to 12:30 p.m. on June 12,
2013, and are asking houses of worship, educational institutions and
public facilities to join in a solemn tolling and ringing of bells for 30
seconds at 12 noon to recall Medgar Evers’ work and sacrifice and then
to unite in a joyous pealing of their bells for 30 seconds at 12:30 p.m. to
celebrate Medgar Evers’ legacy and promote reconciliation; and
WHEREAS, as part of the International Day of Remembrance, the
Medgar and Myrlie Evers Institute will coordinate a commemorative
Celebration on the Green in the Art Garden of the Mississippi Museum
of Art in Jackson from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. on June 12, 2013, including tolling of bells, readings, music and prayers from different faith traditions
from 12 noon to 12:30 p.m.; and
WHEREAS, it is most appropriate that we note the historical context
and significance of these events and pay tribute to Medgar Evers, a native Mississippian and Civil Rights hero who awakened the consciousness of America to its responsibilities:
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE SENATE OF
THE STATE OF MISSISSIPPI, THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES CONCURRING THEREIN, that we do hereby recognize the
International Day of Remembrance on Wednesday, June 12, 2013, commemorating the 50th anniversary of the assassination of Medgar Evers
and paying tribute to the life and legacy of this American hero, and invite
the citizens of Mississippi wherever they are on that day and at that time
to pause, remember and create a quiet space to consider his sacrifice and
the importance of reconciliation; and
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that in future years, June 12th or
such other date as may be designated by the Medgar and Myrlie Evers
Institute, shall continue to be recognized as an International Day of Remembrance to honor Medgar Evers’ life and his legacy of mutual respect
and reconciliation; and
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that this resolution be transmitted to
the Medgar and Myrlie Evers Institute, William Winter Institute for Racial Reconciliation at the University of Mississippi, and Mississippi Religious Leadership Conference for proper distribution, and made available
to the Capitol Press Corps.
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Mayor-elect Chokwe Lumumba thanked the Jacksonians who voted him into office. Supporters gathered at Clarion Hotel June 4, 2013, after
General Election results confirmed Lumumba to be leader of Jackson for next four years. PHOTO BY JAY JOHNSON
By Ayesha K. Mustafaa
Editor
It is official, the mayor-elect of
Jackson, Mississippi, is former
Ward 2 city councilman, civil rights
attorney and black nationalists
Chokwe Lumumba. Three times
voting – the primaries, a run off, and
general election – the voting citizens
of Jackson have made it definitive.
Lumumba, 65, takes office July 1,
2013.

Lumumba garnered 86 percent
of the votes (20,835) over the next
closest Independent candidate Richard “Chip” Williams, who came in
with 8 percent (1,824).
Lumumba’s campaign slogan
became the celebration theme, in
a chant led by his daughter Rukia:
“One City, One Aim, One Destiny.”
He defeated businessman Jonathan Lee in the Democratic primary
runoff last month and will succeed

Mayor Harvey Johnson Jr., the first
African American mayor of the city
who finished third in the primary.
The name: Chockwe – means
“hunter” and is the name of an African tribe in Angola that still exits
and one of the last to resist the slave
traders; Lumumba - means “gifted”
and is the name of an African leader
in the Congo who worked to decolonize Africa and lead the country to
independence. Lumumba sums it up

as “gifted hunter.”
Lumumba was born Aug. 2,
1947, in Detroit, Mich., with the
given named Edwin Finley Taliaferro. He is the second of eight children born to Lucien and Priscilla
Taliaferro. He earned his Bachelor’s
degree in political science from

Lumumba

Continued on page 6

Sal and Mookie’s among SBA’s top
Small Businesses in the nation for 2013

Winners to gather in Washington D.C.
during National Small Business Week
The Mississippi Link Newswire
WASHINGTON, D.C. – The
Small Business Administration
(SBA), in its announcement of the
national small businesses it will honor for 2013, issued the statement:
“This isn’t like the competition we
see on today’s popular entertainment
television shows. No, it’s a far more
serious competition and recognition
of small businesses that create jobs,
produce revenue, lift local econo-

City announces
Jackson Utility
Management
Project Jobs Fair
Page 5

mies, support the local infrastructure
and give back charitably to the communities where they live and work.
It’s about the business of America.”
The winner from Mississippi is Sal
& Mookie’s New York Pizza and Ice
Cream Joint; Jeff Good, president,
and Dan Blumenthal, executive chef.
Small Business Person of the Year
winners from 50 states, the District of
Columbia, Puerto Rico, U.S. Virgin
Islands and Guam will converge on

IN MEMORIAM:
NFL Hall of Famer,
actor Deacon Jones
dies at 74
Page 16

Washington, D.C. June 20 - 21, when
one of them will be selected as the
National Small Business Person of
the Year during the U.S. Small Business Administration’s National Small
Business Week. It runs from June 16
- 21.
While in D.C., the winners will
have opportunities to meet with top
administration officials, and national
business leaders.
Leading up to the Washington

Sal and Mookie’s
Continued on page 6
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News Briefs

by Monica Land,
Contributing Writer

From Across The State

Bill Clinton, Eric
Holder join in
Arlington tribute
to Medgar Evers
ARLINGTON,
Va. – Former president Bill Clinton, Attorney General Eric
Holder and NAACP
officials joined Myrlie Evers-Williams
Wednesday, June
5, 2013, for a Evers
remembrance
ceremony at Arlington National Cemetery
in honor of slain civil rights leader Medgar
Wiley Evers.
The event featured remarks from Clinton, Holder, Evers’ widow Evers-Williams,
Roslyn Brock, Ben Jealous of the NAACP
and other national officials. The NAACP
hosted a wreath laying ceremony at Arlington, where Evers – a former field secretary
of the organization – is buried.
Evers was inducted into the U.S. Army
in 1943. The Memorial Service was followed by a Legacy of Medgar Evers Symposium at The Newseum. Despite fighting
for his country, Evers discovered that his
skin color gave him no freedom when
he and five friends were forced away at
gunpoint from voting in a local Mississippi
election.
In December of 1954, Evers became
the NAACP’s first field officer in Mississippi. In this role, he organized voter registration efforts and led public investigations
into the murder of Emmett Till.
On June 12, 1963, Evers was assassinated in his driveway after returning from
an integration meeting where he had conferred with NAACP lawyers. His murder
occurred just hours after President John F.
Kennedy’s speech on national television in
support of civil rights.
Evers was buried on June 19 in Arlington National Cemetery and received full
military honors in front of a crowd of more
than 3,000 people. The Medgar and Myrlie Evers Institute has planned a series of
events to commemorate the 50th anniver-

sary of Medgar’s legacy. (See page 3 for
list of events in Jackson.)

Gov. Phil Bryant:
U.S. education
declined with
working moms
(AP) – Gov. Phil
Bryant said during
a forum Tuesday,
June 4, 2013, that
the quality of education in the U.S.
began declining
when
mothers
started working Bryant
outside the home,
though he added later that he was not trying to blame working women for education
problems.
Bryant, a Republican, made his initial
remarks in Washington, D.C., during an
education forum hosted by The Washington Post. He elaborated on them later in an
interview with The Associated Press.
The newspaper reported that Bryant
and two other governors on the bipartisan
panel were asked how America became
“so mediocre” in education results. Bryant
responded: “I think both parents started
working. The mom got in the work place.”
In a phone interview with the AP later
Bryant said having both parents working outside the home puts pressure on
families, which in turn affects education.
“We’re so busy in today’s society,” Bryant
said. “Moms are working. Dads are working.”
Bryant’s wife, Deborah, has worked
outside the home for more than 38 years,
including while their two children were
growing up. “Anybody that thinks I would
blame working mothers for failures in education is just ridiculous,” he said.
Bryant’s father was a diesel mechanic. When Bryant and his two brothers
were growing up, their mother occasionally worked as a grocery store cashier
and in a bakery to earn money when
the family needed it, the governor told
the AP.

Miss. to give $15M
for Biloxi minor
league stadium

BILOXI (AP) - Mississippi plans to use
$15 million of BP oil spill recovery money to
help build a minor league baseball stadium
in downtown Biloxi. The announcement
was made by Gov. Phil Bryant. The rest of
the $35 million stadium will be paid for by
up to $21 million that the city of Biloxi has
agreed to borrow.
Bryant said it’s appropriate to use BP
money because the stadium will enhance
tourism on Mississippi’s Gulf Coast, offsetting effects of the 2010 Deepwater Horizon
spill.
“The oil spill of 2010 had a significant
impact in Mississippi, especially to our
coastal tourism,” he said in a statement.
“This stadium will be a major regional asset
for South Mississippi and will be an exciting
new attraction for our residents and tourists
of Mississippi’s Gulf Coast.”
Before the state gives the money, a
group led by Ken Young will have to complete the purchase of an unnamed minor
league team and get approval to move it
to Biloxi. Speculation has centered on the
relocation of Southern League teams now
in Jackson, Tenn., and Huntsville, Ala. The
city has been working with Overtime Sports
for nine years to attract a minor league
baseball team.
Renderings depict a stadium on the
north side of U.S. 90, where Interstate 110
ends at the beach. The 14.5-acre site is currently a parking lot used by employees of
the Beau Rivage Casino, owned by MGM
Resorts International. The company would
lease the land to Biloxi for 20 years at no
cost, with options for extensions.
Planners envision a stadium with 6,500
to 7,000 seats for baseball, including luxury
boxes. It might hold more than 14,000
people for a concert. The plan also includes
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a three-story parking garage facing U.S. 90
and an elevated walkway over the highway.
A second phase would include a hotel
along the third base line as well as a restaurant. “The venue will be one of the best in
baseball, and the region will take great pride
in it,” Young said.
The Gulf Coast Business Council’s research foundation estimates the stadium
development would spur an additional $10
million annually in visitor spending on the
Mississippi Gulf Coast.
“This is an important first step in the process,” Bryant said. “I look forward to adding
professional baseball to the list of amenities
our Gulf Coast has to offer.”

CertainTeed
restarting
production in
Meridian

MERIDIAN – CertainTeed joined local
and state officials Monday, June 3, 2013,
to announce the company is restarting its
ceiling tile manufacturing operations in Meridian, in the same facility it purchased in
2005. The project represents a $24 million
company investment and will create 110
new jobs by 2016.
Production is expected to resume during the second quarter of 2014. Once operational, the facility will produce a range of
ceiling tiles and acoustical wall panels used
in commercial construction applications.
CertainTeed, one of North America’s
leading building products manufacturers,
ceased production at the Meridian location
in 2009 in the midst of the construction market downturn.
The facility, which has been idle since
that time aside from a small customer
service center operation, employed 120
workers when the company discontinued
operations.

Ceiling tiles have been manufactured
in the facility since 1941 throughout various stages of ownership. “The reopening
of this facility today is great news for Meridian and the entire state of Mississippi,
and I am proud CertainTeed is reinvesting
in Mississippi to create jobs for the area’s
workforce,” said Gov. Phil Bryant.
“CertainTeed’s commitment to Mississippi is truly appreciated, and this restart of
operations symbolizes a new beginning of
success and prosperity.”
“When we idled the Meridian facility four
years ago during the height of our country’s
economic crisis, we weren’t sure when or
if we’d ever be able to reopen this plant,”
said John Crowe, president and CEO of
CertainTeed Corporation.
“But through gradual market recovery,
solid growth in our Ceilings business and
the tremendous efforts of Gov. Bryant,
Mayor Barry, the Mississippi Development Authority and many other state and
local economic development officials, we
celebrate the rebirth of this facility with the
promise of quality jobs to be filled by hard
working Mississippians.”
The Mississippi Development Authority
provided assistance in support of the project for modifications to the company’s facility and for infrastructure improvements. The
City of Meridian and Lauderdale County
provided assistance for the project, as well.
“We are proud to provide assistance to
help this great company restart production
at its Meridian facility and create these new
jobs for the area’s workers,” MDA Executive
Director Brent Christensen said. “We thank
our partners at the East Mississippi Business Development Corporation, the City
of Meridian and Lauderdale County who
worked to make this project possible.”
CertainTeed is North America’s leading brand of exterior and interior building
products, including roofing, siding, fence,
decking, railing, trim, insulation, gypsum
and ceilings.
CertainTeed has approximately 6,000
employees and 65 facilities throughout the
United States and Canada and had sales of
approximately $3.3 billion in 2012.
CertainTeed is a subsidiary of SaintGobain, headquartered in Paris, France. It
is one of the top 100 industrial companies
in the world and employs approximately

19,000 people in North American and approximately 193,00 in 64 countries worldwide. In North America, it operates 130
manufacturing facilities.

Natchez protest
leads to arrest

NATCHEZ (AP) - Mississippi authorities
say a Michigan woman was shocked with
a stun gun during a protest Monday, June
3, 2013, in Natchez because she resisted
arrest.
The Natchez Democrat reports that
members of the National Action Network
were protesting on behalf of a woman who
says her treatment in the Adams County
Jail in 2003 led to her having a miscarriage.
Sheriff Chuck Mayfield said a deputy
used the stun gun on 55-year-old Debra
Pernell-Simmons of Farmington Hills,
Mich., because she wouldn’t comply with
officers’ orders.
Mayfield said the group wouldn’t get off
a sidewalk and that it’s illegal to interfere
with access to public buildings or property.
The sheriff said the group was given a
copy of Mississippi law. “They were warned
about getting off the sidewalk multiple times
by deputies,” Mayfield said. “One of the protestors confronted the deputies screaming
on a bullhorn, and deputies arrested her.”
Walter Shinn, a Columbus resident
and member of the group, said the dozen
people had a permit to protest. “I’ve never
seen that much police brutality against a
woman who wasn’t doing anything wrong,”
Shinn said.
Shinn said the group’s protest stemmed
from an incident involving Natchez resident
Glennese Scott. “We came down here for
her, but we’re staying for Mrs. Simmons,”
Shinn said. “NAN members stand by NAN
members.”
Scott said she applied for the permit,
which stated the group could rally and protest
on Market Street. The group originally started
their protest in front of City Hall on Pearl
Street but was told they couldn’t be there by
Natchez Mayor Butch Brown, Shinn said.
Members of the group walked down
Market Street and were eventually
stopped by deputies near the entrance to
the courthouse.
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Mayor-elect Chokwe Lumumba

General Election Celebration, June 4 • Jackson, Miss.
Photos By Jay Johnson

Peoples Funeral Home

Just an honest, quality and affordable service.
In recognition of 86 years of service,
we are offering an affordable
complete funeral service for
$2,450.00 or $3,800.00 with
cemetery space and grave line.
Earle S. Banks • President
James “Jimmy” Stewart III • Vice President
Kimberly Banks • Secretary-Treasurer

You have our promise and
we ask for your trust.
886 North Farish St.
Jackson, MS 39202
601-969-3040
Note: Prices subject to change without notice.
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S.T.A.N.D. – ‘Sisters Taking Action and Nurturing Decisionmakers’ – focus on working with state legislators
By Stephanie R. Jones
Contributing Writer
They are women on a mission, intent on finding ways
to make things happen. A
group of about 35 women
gathered at the Mississippi
State Capitol Saturday, June
1, to strategize on ways to get
state legislators to pay attention to issues pertaining to
women, children and families
and get bills passed to that effect.
The women are part of
S.T.A.N.D. (Sisters Taking
Action and Nurturing Decision-makers), a coalition of
representatives from about
25 women’s groups in metro
Jackson. They held a threehour public policy training
session to gather and share
information about how they
can more effectively work
with legislators during the
next session.
The group brought in a
panel of experts from various backgrounds to pick their
brains on what they can do
in areas of awareness, advocacy, agenda, action and accountability.
“We’re going to find a
way to get ourselves into
the legislative process,” said
Corinne E. Anderson, Ed.D.,
who moderated the panel discussion. “There were 3,567
bills filed in the last Legislative session. Every piece related to women’s issues died
in committee.”
S.T.A.N.D. hopes that
through collective strength
of some African American
women’s groups, all which
are involved in community
efforts on some level, can
have a stronger voice when
the Legislature convenes in
regular session in 2014.
Among its goals are to support a consensus agenda of
cross-cutting issues on public
policy and political action;
focus on advocacy regarding
women, children and family

issues; develop a common
cause agenda of priorities.
Panelists included State
Rep. Mary H. Coleman, who
represents District 65 covering Hinds and Madison counties; Pam Shaw, president and
founder of P3 Strategies LLC
and who has extensive experience working with legislators; Oleta Garrett Fitzgerald,
director of the Children’s Defense Fund Southern Region;
Amerita Tell, Ph.D., bureau
director, MS Department of
Education, Office of Special
Education; and Stephanie R.
Jones, The Mississippi Link
contributing writer/freelance
journalist.
The panelists in their presentations agreed that knowledge of the legislative process
as well as getting the group’s
message out are paramount to
their effort. “We must know
the rules,” said Shaw.
“We often think we can
change rules by virtue of our
presence; it doesn’t quite
work like that. There’s an inside game and outside game
and oftentimes we play the
game as we see it from the
outside perspective. And we
lose.”
Speaking of the Capitol
building itself, Shaw said,
“Like Rep. Coleman said,
this is your building and you
need to walk through it like
you own it. If you just show
up on your day at the Capitol
and just stand and wave, too
bad for you, too bad for us,
because there are other people who come and do a whole
lot more.”
However, Shaw added,
“Come armed with knowledge. Know your officials, be
registered to vote, call your
representatives. If you have
a skill set, they need to know
you are the expert.”
Coleman advised participants to follow the process
and be informed. She suggested the women school

Corinne W. Anderson moderates a training session for S.T.A.N.D. (Sisters Taking Action and Nurturing Decision-makers) Saturday, June 1,
2013, at the Mississippi State Capitol. PHOTOS BY STEPHANIE R. JONES
themselves on the legislative
pipeline and follow through
from the time a bill is submitted. Coleman also suggested
the group not pick too many
issues; “start small and build
on our successes.”
“It is not just about getting
a representative to file a bill
but knowing which one will
shovel it through. You have
to talk to people who are not
your friends, and that’s hard
to do for us. This is about
relationships - not just about
friendship.”
She and others mentioned
the fact that Mississippi has
the most African American
legislators than any other
state but begged the question,
“Twenty years from now,
will people say you still don’t
have Obamacare, still don’t
have Medicaid expansion or
state-funded pre-k and our
kids are still at the bottom
and we are suffering?”
Garrett-Fitzgerald told the
women they have what they
need to succeed in their efforts. “You have the constituencies; you have other
women in your organizations
to draw on for help,” she said.

“It’s a matter of meeting and
winnowing down and targeting what it is you want to do.”
The next step GarrettFitzgerald said is putting into
place an action agenda.
Of the 25 groups involved
include, among others, the
National Coalition of 100
Black Women, Central Mississippi Chapter; American
Association of University
Women, Jackson Branch;
Holy Family Catholic Church
Ladies’ Guild, Jackson; Delta
Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc.
Alumnae Chapter; Zeta Phi
Beta Sorority, Inc. Alpha
Delta Zeta chapter; and Mary
Church Terrell Literary Club.
“Individual organizations
may continue to target their
own interests but decide what

Pam Shaw, president and founder of P3 Strategies, LLC, and State
Rep. Mary H. Coleman, District 65, participating in a recent training
session put on by S.T.A.N.D.

Also participating in the S.T.A.N.D. training event were Oleta Garrett
Fitzgerald, director, Children’s Defense Fund Southern Region, and
Amerita Tell, bureau director, MS Dept. of Education, Office of Special
Education.
issues you collectively are
going to focus on. It’s understanding the way of our fore-

fathers, that this is not a year
only activity,” said GarrettFitzgerald.
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City announces the Jackson Utility
Management Project Jobs Fair
The Mississippi Link Newswire
The city of Jackson will host
the Jackson Utility Management Project Jobs Fair June
12, 2013, 10 a.m. until 2 p.m.
at the Metrocenter Mall. The
job fair will include vendors
specializing in the information
technology and construction
fields. The event is free and
open to the public.
“The City recently signed
a $90 million contract with
Siemens to make major upgrades to the city’s water and
sewer system,” said Mayor
Harvey Johnson Jr. “This is

perhaps the largest single public works project in Jackson’s
history, and Jackson residents
should be hired to make these
upgrades. This Jobs Fair will
provide opportunities for
Jacksonians to be hired for
these jobs, and we appreciate
all the businesses for participating.”
To date, approximately 10
businesses will be on hand
to discuss job opportunities
with participants. The Jackson
Utility Management Project
Jobs Fair vendors include:
• Siemens

• Garrett Enterprises Consolidated, Incorporated
• iVision IT Consultants
• Brilliant Minds Public Relations
• M.A.C. Construction
• Pedal Valve, Incorporated
• U.S. Consolidated
• TBI Incorporated
• Service Contractors, Incorporated
The event is part of the
Mayor’s Jobs for Jacksonians
Initiative, a program designed
to bolster job opportunities
for citizens of the Capital
City. The City launched its

Jobs for Jacksonians Hotline
where Jackson citizens can
call 601-961-4JOB to place
their information on a jobs
registry which is then shared
with potential employers, city
job programs and companies
who do business with the city
of Jackson.
The initiative ultimately
seeks to decrease the number
of unemployed citizens within
the city of Jackson.
For more information, contact the Jobs for Jacksonians
coordinator, Jonathan Barnett
at 601-960-0377.

Minority Business
Alliance to meet at MSU
The Mississippi Link Newswire
STARKVILLE - Mississippi State University
(MSU) welcomes the Mississippi Minority Business
Alliance to campus June 13.
The MMBA membership
meeting at the university will
begin at 11 a.m. in the Parker
Ballroom of the land-grant
institution’s Hunter Henry
Center.
MSU and its Office of Research and Economic Development are serving as hosts
for the special event sponsored by the U.S. Depart-

ment of Agriculture’s Rural
Jobs Accelerator Program.
“We are pleased to welcome the MMBA back to our
campus,” said Melvin Ray,
associate vice president for
economic development. The
meeting includes an impressive lineup of speakers, networking opportunities and
lunch, Ray explained.
Bob Covington, director
of the Mississippi Development Authority’s Minority
and Small Business Development Division and a MSU
alumnus, will deliver the

XXXX

keynote address.
Covington’s presentation
will detail minority- and
women-owned business participation in the Yokohama
Tire project. In late April, the
Japanese manufacturer announced that it would build
a new $300-million commercial truck tire plant in Clay
County.
Additionally, David Shaw,
MSU vice president for research and economic development, will discuss the university’s role in helping to
bring the economic develop-

ment project to the state.
“Yokohama’s decision to
build in the Golden Triangle
is a very strong example of
how a major research university is a significant economic
development asset,” Shaw
said.
“We are looking forward
to working with the company
and its suppliers,” he added.
For additional information
or to RSVP for the meeting,
contact MMBA Executive
Director Shellie Michael at
601-965-0366 or email smichael@mmba.us by June 10.
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SBA: Learn how to increase
government contracting
opportunities through 8(a) or
HUBZone certification
The Mississippi Link Newswire
GULFPORT - The SBA
Mississippi District Office
and the South Mississippi
Contract Procurement Center
will host a free “Statewide
8(a) Application Conference
and HUBZone Program Conference” Thursday, July 25,
2013 at the Lyman Community Center, 13472 Highway
49 in Gulfport.
“In an effort to encourage
and increase the number of
participants in the 8(a) and
HUBZone certification programs, Mississippi is one of
only 16 locations selected nationally by SBA Headquarters
nationwide to conduct these
recruitment outreach events,”
said Janita R. Stewart, Mississippi SBA district director.
“Small businesses interested in pursuing these programs will learn from SBA
national representatives from
each program office of its eligibility, application process
and best practices that may
increase their chance of approval.”
The 8(a) Application Conference is scheduled 8:30 a.m.
to 11:30 a.m. with sign-in at 8
a.m. and the HUBZone Conference will occur 2 p.m. to
4:30 p.m., sign-in at 1:30 p.m.
Pre-registration is required
for each event.
“The conferences are designed to target Mississippi
firms interested in either of
these programs,” said Stewart. “The federal government

is the world’s largest buyer
of goods and services in the
world with almost $235 million in goods and services
purchased from Mississippi
8(a) and HUBZone certified
small businesses in federal
fiscal year 2012 according to
the Federal Procurement Data
System - Next Generation.
“We want to significantly
increase the number of applicants in Mississippi for both
programs with the end result
of increasing the number and
disciplines of firms certified
in both programs, thus helping to position them to take
advantage of the benefits both
programs offer.”
Eligibility and other information regarding these programs may be found at www.
sba.gov under “Most Popular”; then click on “Apply for
8(a) Certification” or “Apply
for HUBZone Status.”
There is no cost to participate in these events, but space
is limited.
Pre-register today at www.
sba.gov/content/2013-mississippi-statewide-8a-application-and-hubzone-programconferences.
For more information on
the conferences, call the SBA
Mississippi District Office at
(601) 965-4378, ext. 10, 13,
14, or 17, the SBA Gulfport
Branch Office at (228) 8634449, ext. 223 or 225 or the
South Mississippi Contract
Procurement Center at (228)
396-1288.
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Lumumba
Continued from page 1

Kalamazoo College in Kalamazoo,
Mich. He later finished first in his
Law School freshman class before
graduating cum laude from Wayne
State University Law School, also in
Michigan.
He moved to Jackson in 1988 and
is licensed to practice law in both
Mississippi and Michigan. Now
widowed, he and his late wife Nubia
A. Lumumba, have three children

- Kambon Mutope, Rukia Kai and
Chokwe Antar Lumumba.
He has worked with organizations such as Jackson Human Rights
Coalition to help pressure the State
to retry the person who murdered
Medgar Evers. For over 20 years, he
has organized, directed, coached and
mentored youth through programs
like the Jackson Panthers Basketball
Organization.

Lumumba is also a co-founder
and member of the Malcolm X
Grassroots Movement, its members
servicing as security at his election
celebration. He is a member of Word
and Worship Christian Church.
Lumumba said, “Thank you,
Jackson. None of this would be possible without faith and your support.
This is the people’s victory. Together
we will make Jackson rise.”

Massachusetts, a structural steel contractor in California and 49 others
from across the country.
Events can be viewed virtually
through SBA’s free, live webcasting,
which will be accessible at www.sba.
gov/smallbusinessweek. The event
hashtag is #SBW2013.
Interested parties can register
online at the same site, where additional information (updated weekly)

is available regarding registration,
awards ceremonies, small business
forums and educational and matchmaking sessions.
Every year since 1963, the U.S.
Small Business Administration takes
the opportunity to highlight through
National Small Business Week the
impact of outstanding entrepreneurs,
small business owners, and others
from all 50 states and U.S. territories.

Sal and Mookie’s
Continued from page 1

event, there are regional events that
week in Seattle, Dallas, St. Louis,
and Pittsburgh designed to help small
businesses start, grow and succeed.
The participating state small business winners represent a broad range
of business products, services and innovations, including a helicopter pilot school in Arizona, a native foods
restaurant in Guam, a pet resort in
Illinois, a tool and die company in
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Other Mississippi cities’
mayoral election results
The Mississippi Link Newswire
Other
Mississippi
cities getting new mayors are
Brookhaven, Clarksdale, Clinton, Gulfport, Pascagoula and
Tupelo, where incumbents
didn’t seek re-election.
In Hattiesburg, three-term
Democratic incumbent Johnny
DuPree and City Council member Dave Ware were locked in
a close contest with votes still
being counted as of press time
on Wednesday, June 5. DuPree
was the 2011 Democratic nominee for governor.
In Meridian, Democratic insurance agent Percy Bland defeated
Republican Mayor Cheri Barry
with 54 percent of the vote.
In Tupelo, Atty. Jason Shel-

ton won by a 3–2 margin to become the city’s first Democratic
mayor in 28 years, according to
the Daily Journal newspaper.
Vicksburg’s mayor-elect is
George Flaggs, who defeated
a field of candidates, knocking
out incumbent mayor Paul Winfield in the primary election. In
the general election, Flaggs won
77 percent or 3,330 votes.
Southaven’s Mayor Greg Davis lost his bid for a fifth term
to Republican Darren Musselwhite, a political newcomer
and insurance agency owner.
The Commercial Appeal
reported that Davis’ defeat
ends the tenure of the longestserving and most controversial
mayor in the city’s 33-year his-

Subscribe TODAY

tory.
In Clinton, former Hinds
County supervisor Phil Fisher,
Republican, gained 3,111 votes
or 84 percent.
Canton’s mayor elect is Arnel Bolden, Democrat, who
gained 93 percent of the vote
or 1,961 to Charles Chip Matthews’ 7 percent or 152 votes.
Independent candidates came
in strong. Richland’s new mayor elect is Independent Mark
Scarborough at 944 votes or 77
percent.
Byram’s mayor elect is Independent Richard White at 56
percent or 1,281 votes.
And Independent Roderick
T. Nicholson is Terry’s mayorelect at 51 percent or 209 votes.
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Let’s recap: The Zimmerman
A closer reading of
Obama’s terrorism speech murder trial should be slam
By Bill Fletcher, Jr.
NNPA Columnist

I read the speech.
I read it carefully.
Again, an excellent
speech. As a result,
you have to read it
closely to see what
it is actually saying and what it
is not saying.
The Obama administration
is saying that the formal war
against terrorism will come to
an end … eventually. It is saying that the war was justified.
It is also saying that the war
against Iraq was misplaced, a
point that the administration
has been saying for a while.
Yet, it is also saying that
the U.S.A. went to war with
a network. Let’s be clear that
Al Qaeda is a very loose international network of terrorists.
Are they deadly? Of course,
but so is the Mafia.
The notion of going to war
with a network has always
been problematic, particularly
when that war justified targeted
assassinations, bombings and
invasions of various countries.
It also became problematic
when there was such a loose
definition as to what constituted terrorism and, therefore,
who actually is a terrorist and
who supports terrorism. This
goes to a point that the president did not cover.
The “war against terrorism”

was never clearly defined as a
war against Al Qaeda, though
most people thought that that
was the essence of it. Under
the rubric of “terrorism,” all
sorts of organizations were
grouped, including groups that
are engaged in military insurgencies but not terrorism, such
as the Communist Party of the
Philippines and their military
wing, the New People’s Army.
Also included in that list of
terrorists has now been added
former Black Panther, Assata
Shakur.
In other words, the war
against terrorism has been used
as a means of targeting a wide
spectrum of individuals and organizations that have crossed
paths with the U.S.A., irrespective of whether they have
ever engaged in the targeted
killings of civilians in order
to advance a political agenda.
The president never renounced
this.
The Obama administration
felt compelled to speak out on
its approach toward combating
terrorism in part because of the
growing storm around drone
attacks. As I have said previously, drones are a weapon but
the attacks could just as easily
be happening as a result of piloted aircraft or snipers.
The issues that this - and
the former Bush administration - keep side-stepping have

included the sovereignty of
other countries; the failure to
actually apprehend alleged
terrorists and instead rely on
targeted assassinations during
which civilians have frequently been killed; and the question
of whether targeted assassinations can be used within the
borders of the U.S.
Like many people, I would
like to believe that a new day is
upon us. But I would not hold
my breath. This administration
has been very hawkish on certain key international matters,
including targeted assassinations.
The long-term consequences of such hawkishness will
probably be additional “blow
back,” that is, actions taken
against people in the U.S. as
retribution.
We in the U.S.A. must speak
up and demand clear and alternative policy rather than
eloquent speeches. It will also
necessitate that we stop cowering every time we hear the “T”
word - “terrorism.”
Bill Fletcher Jr. is a senior
scholar with the Institute for
Policy Studies, the immediate past president of TransAfrica Forum, and the author
of “They’re Bankrupting Us And Twenty Other Myths about
Unions.” Follow him on Facebook and www.billfletcherjr.
com.

Think about it: Hip Hop can
maintain political momentum
By Jineea Butler
NNPA Columnist

Hooray! The Associated Press reported that America’s blacks voted at
a higher rate than
whites in 2012 for
the first time in history. Was it
because there was a black man
running for president, or because of threats of voter suppression? Was it a combination
of the two?
Or did white America vote
in fewer numbers because they
felt, like many blacks have felt
for years, that neither candidate represented them and their
views?
Whatever the reason, 1.7 million more African-Americans
voted for Obama in 2012 than
in 2008. That raises another
question: do we understand
what role we play in American
politics?
When I was a young girl,
I asked my mom if we were
Democrats or Republicans. She
told me we were Democrats. I
asked why, thinking I was going to get an explanation with
so much substance that I could
rush to school and educate my
classmates. Her reply was simple and direct: “Because we are
black.”
Until then, I had thought the
political process was one in
which I could choose my affiliation based on my personal
beliefs. However, it seemed my
political fate was already determined. As I ventured out into
the world, what my mom said
seemed to resonate among most
black Americans.
People really don’t ask African-Americans if they are Republican or Democrats, unless
they are the stereotypical black
conservative who goes out of his
or her way to walk, talk, dress
and act differently from the rest
of black America. As conserva-

tive darling Ann Coulter put it,
“‘Our blacks’ are so much better than ‘their blacks.’”
Our blacks? This is not slavery and Coulter is not my slave
master. For most of my life,
I went to the polls and voted
a straight Democratic ticket,
never learning about the candidates and the political process.
It wasn’t until a black Republican entered my life and challenged my reasons for being a
Democrat did I begin to see the
process clearly.
He made me think, if all black
people are Democrats, what
happens when Republicans or
any other party wins? Do we
expect those who won without
our support to vote for legislation that resonates with the
black plight?
We make it easy for Republicans and even Democrats to run
game on us by not participating
or only choosing to be Democrats.
On the other hand, should we
vote for Republicans simply because they are not Democrats?
According to the last NAACP
Legislative Report Card, every
Republican in Congress earned
an F when voting on issues
deemed important to us. Not
even a D in the whole bunch.
We must hold Democrats including the ones who vote
like Republicans - accountable.
Black Americans want better
for our communities, but just
don’t know how to get better
from either Democrats or Republicans.
We know most politicians black, white or brown - come
to our community and say what
they need to say to get elected.
In Malcolm X’s acclaimed
speech of 1964, “The Ballot or
the Bullet,” he said we should
control the politics and the politicians in our own community
through Black Nationalism.
Malcolm said, “We must un-

derstand the politics of our community and we must know what
politics is supposed to produce.
We must know what part politics play in our lives. And until
we become politically mature
we will always be mislead, lead
astray, or deceived or maneuvered into supporting someone
politically who doesn’t have
the good of our community at
heart.”
We underestimate our political power. Thanks largely to
Abraham Lincoln’s Emancipation Proclamation, blacks voted
solidly Republican until Franklin D. Roosevelt’s New Deal.
Even as late of 1960, Republicans were receiving 30 percent
of the black vote.
Blacks left the GOP in droves
after Barry Goldwater’s rightwing presidential defeat in 1964
and the Party’s adoption of a
“Southern Strategy” - concentrating on white voters at the
expense of blacks.
Many worry what will happen now that Obama’s name
will never appear on another
presidential ballot. But Hip
Hop can play a unique role in
keeping our issues on the front
burner.
Rev. Jackson Sr. put it best,
when he said, “We never lost a
battle that we fought, but if we
don’t fight we can’t win.” Most
of us who don’t vote are certain
not to win. Our non-vote is also
a vote - a vote for the opposition.
As political season begins
and petitions begin circulating;
don’t suck your teeth and walk
away. Demand that these candidates who are asking you if
they can have a job representing
your community have a plan for
fixing problems and a vision for
the future.
Jineea Butler, founder of the
Social Services of Hip Hop
and the Hip Hop Union, can be
reached at jineea@gmail.com.

dunk for prosecution
By Walter Smith
Special from the The New York Beacon

If you can, imagine this: Sanford,
Florida, on the rainy night of Feb.
26, 2012, when the Sanford police
was called to a scene where a young
black man was standing with his
hands up with a holstered gun and
a young white man lay dead on the
ground. Do you think the immediate outcome would have been the
same?
Could the young black man have
told police that he shot the young
white boy in self-defense? Could
he have invoked the “Stand your
ground” law and then be released
without any charges? Certainly not.
He would have been arrested and
charged with murder on the spot.
George Zimmerman first saw
Trayvon Martin walking home
from a local 7-11 after purchasing
skittles, candy and ice tea for his
little brother. Zimmerman evidently
had a racial mindset that only blacks
that he was familiar with belonged
in this gated community.
He didn’t know Trayvon so he
assumed he was an intruder. He reported his findings to the local police and was instructed not to follow
him. Contrary to these instructions,
he did follow Trayvon and as a result of following him, got involved
in a scuffle, pulled a gun and shot
him dead.
There were no immediate legal
consequences to this shooting because Zimmerman who, according
to America’s ethnic designations,
is “white,” had just shot and killed
a black intruder in his gated community.
The police and investigators
readily accepted Zimmerman’s account of the incident and therefore
didn’t bother to do a full house to
house inquiry about the dead child
on the ground because Zimmerman
had already described him as an intruder.
Instead, they took him to the
morgue and labeled him a “John
Doe.” The police discovered the
next day that Trayvon was a guest
in the apartment complex when his
father, Tracy Martin, filed a missing
person’s report.
A detective visited Trayvon’s
father at his girlfriend’s house. “He
asked me to sit down,” Martin recalled. “I sat down. He pulled out a
picture of a young gentleman on the
ground, dead, and asked me if that
was my son. And I confirmed that it
was Trayvon.”
Martin called his ex-wife with
the news of their son’s death. “I
didn’t actually believe what his dad
told me,” Sabrina Fulton said. “I
just didn’t believe it. That’s absolutely the worst call that a mother
can receive. That her baby has been
shot and killed.”
A young lady from Miami who
said she had known Trayvon since
kindergarten, talked on the phone
with him on the night of Feb. 26.
The 16-year-old said Trayvon described a man who was “crazy and
creepy” and on the phone,watching
him from a vehicle before he started
to follow him on foot.
She implored Trayvon, who said
he put his sweatshirt hood up because of the rain, to run to the town
house where he was staying with his
father, his father’s girlfriend and her
14-year-old son. Earlier, Trayvon
had temporarily sought cover from
the rain by one of the buildings.
“I could hear the wind blowing.
[And] he said he lost him. …He was
breathing hard,” she said, and “his
voice kind of changed. I know he
was scared. His voice was getting
kind of low.” The girl said that Trayvon, after evading Mr. Zimmerman
for a while, noticed that he was being pursued again and mentioned
this to her.
A sense of urgency grew. Trayvon alerted the girl to the fact that
Zimmerman “was getting close to

him.” She strongly urged him to
run, but she could tell he did not because he was out of breath and tired,
and kept saying he was close to the
townhouse where he was a guest.
She then heard Trayvon ask,
“Why are you following me for?”
She heard the other man ask, “What
are you doing around here?” After
calling out “Trayvon” several times
over the phone and getting no response, she said she heard somebody bump Trayvon.
She said that she heard rising fear
in Trayvon’s voice that peaked with
words like “get off, get off,” right
before she lost contact with him and
he was shot to death.
One police document contained
in the discovery concluded, “The
encounter between George Zimmerman and Trayvon Martin was
ultimately avoidable by Zimmerman, if Zimmerman had remained
in his vehicle and awaited the arrival
of law enforcement, or conversely if
he had identified himself to Martin
as a concerned citizen and initiated
dialogue in an effort to dispel each
party’s concerns.”
It added, “There is no indication
that Trayvon Martin was involved
in any criminal activity at the time
of the encounter.” The filing of the
missing person’s report by Trayvon’s father triggered a myriad of
defense mechanisms employed by
the SPD.
Zimmerman’s assumption that
Trayvon was an intruder, up to no
good, and on drugs or something,
points to racism as his motivation
in this incident. Trayvon was doing
nothing more than walking home
from a convenience store with refreshments he picked up for his little
brother.
Zimmerman made these assumptions based on the fact that Trayvon
was a black male whom he did not
know. According to a cousin, the
Zimmerman family was confessed
racists. The cousin said that members of Zimmerman’s family were
boastfully proud racists.
She said that Zimmerman’s Peruvian mother, Gladys Zimmerman,
was among the more boastfully
racist of the clan. “His mother protested it very loud,” the cousin said.
During one incident, the woman
said that Gladys Zimmerman came
to her workplace, and during a discussion about President Obama,
made it clear how she felt about him
and his ethnicity.
Now Mark O’Mara, defense attorney for George Zimmerman,
wants to put Trayvon Martin on trial
under the assumption that Trayvon
was a violent pot smoking, gun toting teenager.
The two photos above on the

third row, released by Zimmerman’s defense attorney, have been
floating around the internet and on
CNN news casts. The assumption
the defense seems to be making is:
if Trayvon Martin smoked weed
and/or had a fascination with guns,
Zimmerman is justified in killing
him, while assuming he (Trayvon)
was somewhere he did not belong.
The Trayvon Martin best known
to his parents, community and
friends look more like the photos
in the top two rows. When Trayvon
was just 9, he ran into a burning
house to save his father’s life.
According to a records search
on George Zimmerman, he was
previously arrested for domestic
violence, resisting an officer without violence and most shockingly,
resisting an officer with violence a felony charge that surely should
have landed him in prison. A cousin
accused him of sexually molesting
her for over a decade starting when
she was only 6 years old.
Teenagers smoke. It’s all a part
of growing up and relating to their
peers. Kids do various tricks with
cigarettes like blowing smoke rings.
Who determined that the smoke in
Trayvon’s mouth was marijuana?
Not necessarily so. Can someone
prove that the hand on the gun circulated by the defense attorney is
Trayvon’s hand?
So what if the pictures are accurate? Did Trayvon provoke Zimmerman by lighting up a joint and
blowing smoke in Zimmerman’s
face? Did Trayvon Martin pull a
gun on Zimmerman? Did Trayvon
Martin commit any crime in Zimmerman’s presence?
Trayvon’s only crime was being
black and in Zimmerman’s neighborhood. Zimmerman felt empowered to kill the black intruder. The
Sanford police department obviously felt the same way, so they didn’t
do a thorough investigation. They
took Zimmerman’s word for the
incident and shipped the little unknown black boy off to the morgue
labeled “John Doe.”
There is no basis for a “self defense” nor “Stand Your Ground”
defense for George Zimmerman,
because he was clearly the aggressor in this incident.
Two lawmakers who crafted
the Stand Your Ground Law say
the measure doesn’t apply to the
shooter of Trayvon Martin. “He has
no protection under my law,” said
former Sen. Durell Peaden, one of
the law’s authors, The Miami Herald reported.
Peaden added that when Zimmerman told dispatch that he was
following Martin, he lost his defense under the law.
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Congratulations, Davis Magnet Elementary
recognized
for
PBIS
program
JPS Class of 2013
JPS Class of 2013

Valedictorians 			

Salutatorians

Callaway:

Jennifer Smith				

Brenda Mitchell

Jim Hill:

Breland Crudup 				

Jasmine Miller

Wingfield:

Kimberly Jones 				

Benjamin Quinn

Provine:

Azlin Reed 				

Dhakiya Reed

Murrah:

Graeme Campbell 			

Brianca Fizer

Forest Hill:

Gabrielle Teague				

Cedric Hampton

Lanier:

Inez Williams 				

Aerial Simmons

By Sherwin Johnson
Special to The Mississippi Link
Jackson Public Schools
celebrated graduating seniors
during commencement ceremonies held May 28 and 29,
2013, at the Mississippi Coliseum.
The Class of 2013 was
comprised of more than 1,450
students from all of the seven
JPS high schools.
At separate ceremonies,
proud families assembled to

observe the graduates as they
accepted their diplomas and
turned their tassels, marking
the completion of one of life’s
important milestones.
School valedictorians and
salutatorians were recognized
and delivered messages to and
on behalf of the classes they
represent. School and district
leaders also encouraged students as they move from high
school to advanced education
or the start of careers.

The legacy of this class will
be the Student School Board
which was formed by the Student Body presidents of each
high school. The inaugural
Student Board has introduced
the Student Bill of Rights for
future consideration by the
JPS Board of Trustees.
The measure affirms access
to educational opportunities
and will contribute to the welfare of upcoming generations
of JPS students.

CHS Val Jennifer Smith

JHHS Val Breland Crudup

WHS Val Kimberly Jones

CHS Sal Brenda Mitchell

JHHS Sal Jasmine Miller

WHS Sal Benjamin Quinn

PHS Val Azlin Reed

MHS Val Graeme Campbell

FHHS Val Gabrielle Teague

PHS Sal Dhakiya Reed

MHS Sal Brianca Fizer

FHHS Sal Cedric Hampton

LHS Val Inez Williams

LHS Sal Aerial Simmons

The Mississippi Link Newswire
Davis Magnet IB School
has been recognized by
REACH MS PBIS SEEDS
(Seeing Excellence Emerge
in our Districts and Schools)
for exemplary tools in PBIS
implementation. The PBIS
Team submitted a variety of
their implementation tools to
SEEDS and received a $250
grant in recognition of their
effective tool development.
Artifacts from Davis’ schoolwide reward system will be
featured in the 2012-2013
SEEDS publication.
Davis students are awarded
stars for being caring, principled and safe learners as well
as exhibiting the International
Baccalaureate learner profile

attributes and attitudes. Students post their stars on the
school-wide chart. At the end
of each month, the class with
the most stars is named “Class

of the Month.” This distinction earns the class a trophy
and the opportunity to select a
reward from a student-developed reward menu.

Food service employees
honored for excellence
at annual banquet

The Mississippi Link
Newswire
“Excellence is our
First
Ingredient”
was the theme of
the 2013 JPS Food
Service banquet and
awards
ceremony
held at the Jackson
Marriott May 9,
2013.
This annual program celebrates the
excellent
service
that food service
employees provide
to the students and
faculty in JPS. Food
Services Executive Willie Mae Rattler was the recipient of the Biggest Loser James Buggs collects
Director Mary Hill, Lifetime Achievement award for more than a Schwinn bicycle for shedding 25
pounds in weight loss competition.
JPS Superintendent 30 years of service
Dr. Cedrick Gray
30 years of reliable service • Willie Norwood, Food Serand Board Secretary Timo- and indispensable leadership.
vice Warehouse - That’s
thy Collins presented awards She has worked at schools
a Big 10-4 Good Buddy
in the Foodie and Best of the throughout the district.
Driver Award
Best categories. JPS deputy
2013 Foodie Award recipi- • Lake Elementary - Bravo
director of operations Wilbur ents are:
Award
Walters thanked the food ser- • Doris Alexander, Green El- • Charles Speech, Lake Elvice department for ensuring
ementary - Cha Ching
ementary - Cream of the
that all JPS students are fed • Annie Davis, Blackburn
Crop Award
nutritious meals. Hill also
Middle - Service With a • Lisa Skipper, Pecan Park
commended the Food SerSmile
Elementary - Top Tater
vice department.
• Annette Bivens, French
Award
In addition to recognizing
Elementary - Main Ingre- • Willie Mae Rattler - Lifea dozen cook trainee gradudient
time Achievement Award
ates and seven management • Betty Atkinson, Sykes EleAlso recognized was the
training graduates, awards
mentary - Sunshine Award winner of the annual Food
were presented to outstand- • Debra Jones, Oak Forest Service ‘Biggest Loser’ coming employees in nearly a
Elementary School - Nutty petition. James Buggs, a paydozen categories.
Buddy Award
roll specialist lost 25 pounds
The Lifetime Achievement • Mary Quinn, Clausell El- during the ten-week competiAward was presented to Wilementary - New Cookie tion. He received a ten-speed
lie Mae Rattler for more than
Award
Schwinn bicycle.
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Dr. Ricardo A. Brown named new dean
of JSU’s College of Public Service
The Mississippi Link Newswire
Dr. Ricardo A. Brown, a
veteran administrator and cardiovascular physiologist who
has worked with the National
Institutes of Health and led
programs to open higher education pathways for underrepresented populations, has been
named the new dean of Jackson State University’s College
of Public Service.
Brown comes to JSU after
serving as assistant vice chancellor for academic affairs
for the University System of
Maryland and chief academic
programs officer at the Universities at Shady Grove, which is
part of the system.
In his positions, Brown
helped to create education and
career pathways in the science, technology, engineering
and health disciplines, placing
emphasis on increasing minor-

ity and first-generation college
student populations.
From 2002 to 2008, Brown
was health scientist administrator/minority health & health
disparities coordinator for the
NIH’s National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism.
Brown’s appointment at
JSU, which is effective July 1,
has been approved by the Mississippi Board of Trustees for
the State Institutions of Higher
Learning. The University’s
College of Public Service is a
global multidisciplinary learning environment that stresses
excellence in teaching, research and service in partnership with urban and rural communities statewide, nationally
and globally.
“Dr. Brown brings to JSU a
wealth of administrative and
public health research experience. His background makes

him well-suited to lead the
College of Public Service as it
continues to educate students
from diverse backgrounds for
jobs in health sciences, policy,
planning and social work,”
said JSU Provost James C. Renick.
Brown previously served
as associate vice president for
sponsored programs at Howard University. He was the
principal signing agent for
grant contracts and corporate
agreements on behalf of the
University. Brown also was a
professor at Howard University College of Medicine in the
Department of Physiology and
Biophysics.
Brown is president and CEO
of RAB Associates, LLC,
a Washington, D.C.-based
consulting services company
handling grants, contracts administration, continuous pro-

cess improvement, program
and project management and
evaluation.
Brown said his focus at
JSU will include strategies to
integrate and foster research
opportunities for students that
would branch across the three
divisions of social work, policy
and planning and health sciences. He said such research is
particularly important in Mississippi because of the state’s
high rates of cardiovascular
disease, certain types of cancer and diabetes and the health
disparities that persist in the
African-American community.
“I look forward to working
with the college’s talented faculty and staff as we pursue innovative approaches to address
these disparities. We can play
an important role in collaborative research nationwide and globally,”

Alcorn announces Medgar
Wiley Evers memorial
statue dedication
Civil rights icon, Alcorn
alum to be honored
The Mississippi Link Newswire
Medgar Wiley Evers had
big dreams when he arrived
on the campus of Alcorn
A&M College in the summer of 1948. It is likely
that those dreams involved
becoming an All-American
football player, participating in campus activities, and
ultimately earning a college
degree.
It is hard to imagine that
his dreams were enormous
enough to predict the phenomenal impact his life and
legacy would have on the
United States and the world.
Yet, half a century after his
untimely demise, thousands
of Americans will journey
to Mississippi to commemorate one of the foremost
leaders in American civil
rights history.
The historic memorial
will be unveiled at 10 a.m.,
on Thursday, June 13, 2013,
in Lorman, Miss., to forever
honor the life and contributions of Medgar Wiley
Evers. The dedication of the
Medgar Wiley Evers Memorial will serve as a culminating event of the 50th anniversary activities.
The memorial, designed
and constructed by nationally acclaimed sculptor Ed
Dwight, will feature a larger-than-life bronze statue
of a determined, forward
reaching
Evers.
Standing at the gateway to The
Medgar Wiley Evers Heritage Village, Alcorn’s new
state-of-the-art student living and learning complex,
it will feature quotes and
an account of Evers’ most
notable achievements and
contributions to American
history.
Thousands are expected
to attend the national dedication ceremony which will
immediately be followed by
the inaugural Medgar Wiley
Evers Torch of Justice
Awards Luncheon at noon
on the Alcorn campus.

Medgar Wiley Evers
The luncheon will feature
prominent, nationally renowned speakers and entertainers as well as state and
national leaders. The event
will also include the presentation of a Torch of Justice
Award to distinguished and
noted U.S. and international
champions of justice.
“Alcorn State is proud to
honor the courage and leadership of Medgar Evers, our
esteemed alumnus, national
hero and distinguished Mississippian,” stated Dr. M.
Christopher Brown II, 18th
president of Alcorn State
University. “His legacy inspires the world and particularly students, in their
pursuit of knowledge and
character to make the world
a better place.”
It was at Alcorn, where
Medgar gained a formal
education that strengthened
his understanding and devotion to civil rights activism.
He became one of the most
visible and respected leaders of the American Civil
Rights Movement.
His assassination on June
12, 1963, is considered the
major motivation for President John F. Kennedy to ask
Congress to immediately
pass comprehensive civil
rights legislation which ultimately became the landmark Civil Rights Act of
1964. Ironically, Kennedy

would not sign this bill into
law, because he too, would
fall victim to an assassin’s
bullet just five months after
Medgar in 1963.
“I met Medgar my first
day as a freshman right here
on Alcorn State’s campus,”
remembered Mrs. Myrlie
Evers-Williams, the widow of Medgar Evers and
currently a Distinguished
Scholar-in-Residence
at
Alcorn State. “How ironic
and fitting it is that current
and future generations will
forever see him, if you will,
and get to know him at the
same place that I did. I am
personally moved and I am
thrilled about this memorial.”
Medgar Evers has been
publically honored in many
ways. Post office buildings, a public library, major
thoroughfares, the Jackson,
Mississippi
International
Airport and Medgar Evers
College, part of the City
College of New York system all bear his name.
In 2011, the U.S. Navy
christened a humanitarian mission ship the USNS
Medgar Evers, the first vessel ever to bear the name of
a civil rights activist.
The statue at Alcorn State
University will be the largest known to be commissioned and created to honor
Medgar Wiley Evers.

Brown said.
Brown received a bachelor’s
degree in biology from Oakwood College. He earned his
Ph.D. in physiology and biophysics from Howard University.
Earlier in his career, Brown
served as chairman of biology
at Morgan State University and
a professor in the Department
of Physiology at Wayne State
University School of Medicine.
Brown’s research on the
cardiovascular effects of alcohol consumption has been
published extensively and he
has received recognition for
medical student training and
directing programs designed to
increase minority student participation in STEM programs,
biomedical sciences and medicine.

Dr. Ricardo A. Brown
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The Affordable Care Act – How will it
change dental coverage for kids?
By Anna Challet
Special from The Louisiana Weekly
via New America Media
Editor’s Note: The Affordable
Care Act will make pediatric
dental care more accessible than
ever before, but many children’s
advocates are concerned about
the affordability of coverage
and the availability of providers.
New America Media spoke with
Joe Touschner, a senior health
policy analyst at the Center for
Children and Families of the
Georgetown University Health
Policy Institute, about what
changes families can expect.
Q. Generally speaking, how
will the Affordable Care Act
change families’ access to dental
coverage for their children?
A. For a lot of families, the
ACA won’t change their coverage directly. If a family gets its
dental coverage through a large
employer, that will continue, or
if the child is covered by a public
program like Medicaid, that will
remain similar. Where the ACA
will improve coverage, though,
is in places where it was previ-

ously harder to obtain children’s
dental care, such as in the individual market and in small group
insurance. The ACA guarantees
that there will be dental coverage available for purchase, either
together with other benefits or
through stand-alone plans. It has
made children’s dental coverage
part of what are called “Essential
Health Benefits,” which are categories that have to be covered
by individual and small group
plans. Pediatric dental care has
to be included as part of that
coverage.
Q. Will families who have insurance that does not cover pediatric dental care be required
to purchase dental coverage for
their children?
A. At the federal level there is
no requirement in the exchange,
but some people are concerned
about this being established as a
state requirement, and there are
states that are considering it, including California. It would be
up to the state to require families
to purchase a stand-alone plan if
their current insurance doesn’t

offer it.
Q. Are there concerns about
stand-alone plans being affordable?
A. There are some concerns,
but first I would say that if a family does not have pediatric dental
care as part of its existing plan,
the fact that there are standalone plans offered through the
state exchanges will be helpful.
There are many plans right now
that have a very low limit for
what they’ll cover, but because
pediatric dental care is now a
part of the Essential Health Benefits, that coverage has to be
more comprehensive, and the
ACA is eliminating those annual
and lifetime limits. As a result,
though, the monthly premium
may end up being higher for
some families. Affordability will
be a challenge - it’s going to be
important for the state exchanges to keep affordability in mind.
Q. Could you briefly explain
health insurance exchanges?
A. Every state will have an
exchange … It’s basically a set
of rules aimed at improving

competition among health plans,
to get them to compete to offer
quality coverage for a low cost.
Not all plans will be able to sell
on the exchange; plans will have
to compete to get there, and will
have to offer lower costs while
still providing for the Essential
Health Benefits. The exchanges
are also going to be the place
where people can get federal
subsidies; the ACA will pay part
of your premium for you on the
exchange if your income is at or
below 400 percent of the poverty
level, and you don’t have access
to insurance through your job.
The tax credits will help people
afford the coverage, and this ensures that there’s business for the
health plans to compete for.
Q. One of the recommendations that’s been made by advocacy organizations with regard
to serving rural and low-income
communities is to increase the
number of dental health professionals by training professionals
who work under the supervision
of dentists, comparable to nurse
practitioners. But the American

Dental Association sued a group
in Alaska (the Alaska Native
Tribal Health Consortium) that
provided for the training of dental therapists who would work in
rural communities and tried to
block them from practicing. Is
there a concern about the ADA
pushing back if steps like this are
taken to increase the availability
of care?
A. The idea of dental practitioners is something that several states have been interested
in - Minnesota in addition to
Alaska. There is certainly opposition, but we need to focus on
the needs of kids. If we’re seeing that kids have low access
to dental services, having new
kinds of providers is something
that we need to look at. We need
to look at the services that need
to be provided and the providers
that are available. If the services
are not available, finding providers who can perform services at
a lower cost may be the way we
have to go.
Q. What do you see for the future of dental care for kids?

A. I think that the ACA has
taken a great step forward in
making pediatric dental care part
of the Essential Health Benefits.
We’re getting to a place where
dental care is seen as integral to
every kid’s health. Having access to dental care is now being
seen as just as important as having access to a doctor, and just
as necessary - which is a good
thing. It’s going to take changes
to current dental practices - for
example, the training of other
kinds of practitioners - to create
more access.
Q. Is there any hope for this
kind of access being extended to
adults?
A. For adults, the future is a
little more uncertain. When Congress passed the ACA, it made a
choice to include dental care for
kids and not for adults. We may
have a ways to go as far as seeing
dental care as an integral part of
medical care for everyone. Maybe down the line we could think
about adding care for adults, but
it’s hard to see that happening
anytime soon.

Hpv a growing cause Obama calls for end to
of upper throat cancer mental illness stigma

The Associated Press
ATLANTA (AP) - Actor
Michael Douglas’ comments
about throat cancer have
thrown a spotlight on cancer
risks from a sexually spread
virus.
The virus, HPV, is best
known for causing cervical
cancer. But experts say it also
is a growing cause of certain
types of oral cancer, those in
the upper throat - specifically
at the base of the tongue and
in the tonsils. Studies suggest
that HPV can be blamed for
60 to 80 percent of those cancers.
In the U.S., the American
Cancer Society estimates
there will be nearly 14,000
new cases of upper throat cancer this year.
Researchers say women
sometimes get oral cancer
caused by HPV, but the risk
is greatest and rising among
men. A small study in Baltimore found men accounted
for about 85 percent of recent

HPV-related oral cancers, said
Dr. Sara Pai, a Johns Hopkins
University researcher.
Men seem to have lower
amounts of antibody protection against HPV, said Pai,
who advised that men and
women abstain from oral sex
if their partner has an active
HPV infection.
“It’s important to know
your partner and to know their
history of sexually transmitted diseases, so you understand your full risk when you
become intimate,” she said.
As many as 75 percent
of sexually active men and
women will be infected with
HPV at some point. But most
clear the infection on their
own within two years. Some,
however, have difficulty ridding themselves of HPV. And
in some cases, the virus creeps
down through tiny fissures in
the base of the tongue or in
the tonsils to lodge deep in the
tissue. Those deep-settling infections can become danger-

ous cancers that often aren’t
diagnosed until they’re at a
late stage, Pai said.
The connection between
HPV and oral sex has been
known. But it was cancer survivor Douglas’ interview with
the Guardian, a British newspaper, that grabbed headlines
on the subject. Douglas noted
that oral sex and the virus
HPV can be one cause of oral
cancer.
Douglas also has been a
smoker and drinker. Tobacco
especially has been fingered
as the cause of most other
cancers in the head and neck,
including in the voice box and
at the front of the tongue.
But tobacco-related cancers
have been waning, while oral
cancers tied to HPV have been
rising.
Symptoms of throat cancer
can include a sore throat that
doesn’t go away, pain or trouble swallowing, a lump in the
back of the throat, ear pain,
voice changes.

DARK-SKINNED PEOPLE GET SKIN CANCER TOO
Some people might assume that,
because they have dark skin, they
should not worry about skin cancer.
The fact is, however, that AfricanAmericans and others should have
their skin checked regularly. While
melanin (skin pigment) does offer
people with dark skin some natural
protection against harmful ultraviolet
rays and sunburns, too much sun
exposure can lead to skin cancer.
Among
African-Americans
and
Asians, malignant melanoma is most
commonly located on hands and
feet. Basal cell carcinoma is most
common among Hispanics and Asians

and second most common among
African-Americans and South Asian
Indians. Squamous cell carcinoma is
most common among South Asians
and African-Americans and is usually
found on the legs or the genital areas.
Your risk of developing cancer often
depends on your family history of the
disease, your age, and your eating
and activity patterns. Early detection
of any cancer increases the likelihood
of a successful treatment program.
Please call THE MISSISSIPPI CANCER
INSTITUTE at 601-249-5510 if you or
a loved one has been diagnosed with
cancer. We perform state-of-the-art

radiation therapy treatments, including
such as 3D treatment planning, IMRT
(intensity modulated radiation therapy),
IGRT (image-guided radiation therapy),
and brachytherapy. These treatments
limit radiation to healthy tissue while
maximizing the dose to cancer cells.
We’re located at 1501 Aston Avenue.
Basal cell carcinomas appear as a
growing bump with blood vessels,
which tend to bleed easily. In ethnic
populations, they may be dark brown
or black.

By Nedra Pickler
The Associated Press
WASHINGTON - President
Barack Obama on June 3, 2013
called for a more robust national discussion on mental illness, saying the time had come
to bring the issue “out of the
shadows.”
Speaking at the opening session of a White House conference on mental health, the
president said his goal was to
let people affected by these issues know they should not suffer in silence.
“Struggling with a mental
illness, or caring for someone
who does, can be isolating,”
Obama said. “It begins to feel
as if, not only are you alone,
but that you shouldn’t burden
others with the challenge.”
The conference is part of
Obama’s response to last year’s
shooting massacre at a Connecticut elementary school.
While the president emphasized that most people with
mental health problems are not
violent, he said untreated mental illness can lead to larger
tragedies.
There’s been little publicly
revealed about the mental
health of Sandy Hook shooter
Adam Lanza, although it’s been
documented that other gunmen
involved in mass shootings
suffered from mental illness.
Federal law bans certain mentally ill people from purchasing
firearms, but the background
check system is woefully incomplete and Obama is trying
to get more mental health records included.
“We can do something about
stories like this,” he said. “In
many cases, treatment is available and effective.”
Top administration officials,
along with actors Bradley Cooper and Glenn Close, were
among those participating in
the White House conference.
The agenda includes discussion of insurance coverage for
mental health care and substance abuse, recognizing the
signs of mental illness in young
people and improved access to
services for veterans. The overall goal is reducing the stigma
of mental health problems and
encouraging those who are
struggling to get help.
Vice President Joe Biden, the
president’s point man on gun

violence, is scheduled to close
it from the Eisenhower Executive Office Building. Around
150 invited attendees include
mental health advocates and
patients, educators, health care
providers, faith leaders, lawmakers and local government
officials from across the country.
Cooper and Close bring their
advocacy and a celebrity buzz
to the event.
Cooper has been promoting
mental health awareness since
his Oscar-nominated leading role as a man with bipolar
disorder in last year’s “Silver
Linings Playbook,” and plans
to help Biden and Veterans Affairs Secretary Eric Shinseki
close the conference.
Close said that her experience is “a family affair.” Her
sister, Jessie, was diagnosed
with bipolar disorder at 51 and
Jessie’s son, Calen, was diagnosed with schizoaffective disorder at 19. In 2009, Close’s
family battles led her to help
start a non-profit called Bring
Change 2 Mind, which produces public service announcements to fight the stigma and
discrimination associated with
mental illness. She is listed
on a panel discussion on how
to address negative attitudes
about mental illness.
“What’s important is social
inclusion. There’s a lot of stigma,” Close said in an interview
June 3 with MSNBC from the
White House briefing room.
She said her nephew feels his
brain is healing and that he’s
“living a full and wonderful
life.” Close said her sister is
doing well, “but what it would
have meant to her if she had
early diagnosis.”
“We need people living with
mental illness with the courage
to say this is what I am living
with. I can talk about this,”
Close said.
The conference comes after
Obama’s defeat on gun control
legislation. Unable to get Congress to approve background
checks, an assault weapons ban
and other limits on firearms,
the president has vowed to do
what he can through executive
action.
Among 23 executive orders
Obama signed in response
to the shooting at Connecticut’s Sandy Hook Elementary

School that killed 26 was a
directive that Health and Human Services Secretary Kathleen Sebelius and Education
Secretary Arne Duncan launch
a national dialogue on mental
health. The conference is part
of that, with Sebelius hosting
the panel on addressing negative attitudes and Duncan moderating a session on successful
mental health outreach efforts.
In announcing the conference, the White House stressed
that the vast majority of people
with mental health conditions
are not violent and are more
likely to be victims than perpetrators of crimes. But the need
to improve the country’s mental health care system is something all sides of the gun debate have advocated, including
the National Rifle Association.
“That is something substantive that Congress and the president could do right now that
would actually help prevent
future tragedies, unlike the
gun control proposals that the
president unsuccessfully tried
to push through Congress,”
said NRA spokesman Andrew
Arulanandam
Obama announced that the
Department of Veterans Affairs will conduct mental
health summits nationwide to
increase awareness of VA programs and link veterans and
their families with community resources to support their
needs. The conference also
plans to tout improvements in
mental health coverage under
Obama’s health care law, including a ban beginning next
year against denying coverage
to those who are mentally ill.
The White House also plans
to focus on commitments being made in the private sector
to increase understanding and
awareness, including a campaign by the National Association of Broadcasters through
television and radio ads and
social media. Several organizations that work with young
people also are planning to
make new commitments, including high school principals
holding mental health assemblies, to YMCA instructing
staff and camp counselors to
recognize the signs of mental
health issues in kids, to religious leaders launching conversations on the issue.
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President Obama signs
Ford recalling
Congressional Gold Medal Bill 465,000 2013
to honor the “Four Little Girls” vehicles for
fuel leaks

The Associated Press
Washington, D.C. - On
May 24, 2013, Congresswoman Terri A. Sewell (AL07) joined President Barack
Obama at the White House
for a bill signing ceremony
for the Congressional Gold
Medal Bill honoring the
“Four Little Girls.” H.R. 360
passed unanimously in the
House of Representatives
April 24 by a vote of 420-0.
The medal, the highest
Congressional civilian honor,
was given posthumously to
Addie Mae Collins, Carole
Robertson, Cynthia Wesley
and Denise McNair who died
September 15, 1963 when a
bomb planted by white supremacists exploded at the
church.
Congresswoman
Sewell
and Congressman Spencer
Bachus (AL-06) introduced
the bill along with the entire
Alabama delegation and Alabama natives Rep. John Lewis (GA-05) and Rep. Sanford
Bishop (GA-02).
The U.S. Senate unanimously approved H.R. 360
May 9. Senator Richard Shelby (R-AL), who garnered
co-sponsorship from over
two-thirds of the Senate, introduced the Senate version
of the bill along with Senator
Jeff Sessions (R-AL).
Also in attendance at the
bill signing ceremony were:
Surgeon General Regina Benjamin, Birmingham Mayor
William Bell, Rev. Arthur
Price Jr., Pastor of the 16th
Street Baptist Church; Dianne Braddock, the sister of
Carole Robertson; and Lisa
and Maxine McNair, the sister and mother of Denise McNair.
“I applaud President Obama
for signing the Congressional
Gold Medal Bill to honor the
lives of Addie Mae Collins,
Denise McNair, Carole Robertson, and Cynthia Wesley.
I am pleased that this nation
has finally honored the sacrifices of these four little girls
that ignited the spark which

Denise McNair

Carole Robertson

Addie Mae

Cynthia Wesley

US President Barack Obama (5th L) signs a bill in the Oval Office designating the Congressional Gold Medal to commemorate the four young girls killed
during the 1963 bombing of 16th Street Baptist Church in Birmingham, Ala.,
as (L-R) Birmingham Mayor William Bell, Dr Sharon Malone Holder, Attorney
General Eric Holder, Rep Terri Sewell (D-AL), Thelma Pippen McNair, mother
of Denise McNair, Lisa McNair, sister of Denise McNair and Dianne Braddock,
sister of Carole Robertson look on May 24, 2013 in Washington, DC.. (Photo by
Mike Theiler-Pool/Getty Images.)
led to the passage of the Civil Rights Act of 1964. And
though we will never be able
to replace the lives lost or the
injuries suffered, this medal
will serve as a compelling
reminder of the sacrifices so
many freedom fighters made
to help us achieve equality
and social change,” said Rep.
Sewell.
“This Congressional Gold
Medal will commemorate the
legacy of four beautiful little
girls whose lives, while far
too short, led to permanent
change in our society and
who are part of the honor roll
of the civil rights movement.
The fact that this moved from
being a legislative proposal to
a law signed by the President
in such a relatively short period of time is a recognition
of the historic significance of
16th Street Baptist Church
bombing and its aftermath. It
was a pleasure to work with
Congresswoman Sewell and
our entire Alabama delegation in the House and Senate
on this deserved honor,” said

Rep. Bachus.
“Thanks to Congresswoman Sewell and Congressman
Bachus along with the entire
Alabama delegation for wanting to have this recognition
and for pursuing it in Congress as well as ensuring that
the bill was passed by the
house and Senate. I’m very
grateful. I’m sure the country
will be grateful for their vision and diligence in awarding this honor to the four little
girls,” said Dianne Braddock,
sister of Carole Robertson.
“What a glorious day. This
makes us feel so good. We are
so grateful to Congresswoman Sewell and Congressman
Bachus for their continued
efforts to pass this bill. It has
also been such a pleasure to
meet the first African-American president. I look forward
to the ceremony in the fall,”
said Lisa McNair, sister of
Denise McNair.
Later in the fall, there will
be a Congressional Gold
Medal Ceremony in the U.S.
Capitol.

Mississippi man indicted
in poisoned letters case
By Holbrook Mohr
The Associated Press
JACKSON, Miss. (AP) - A
federal grand jury has indicted a Mississippi man suspected of sending poison-laced
letters to President Barack
Obama and other officials,
according to an indictment
made public June 3.
The 5-count indictment
charges 41-year-old James
Everett
Dutschke
(pronounced DUHS’-kee) with
developing, producing and
stockpiling the poison ricin,
threatening the president and
others and attempting to impede the investigation.
If convicted on the charges,
he could face life in prison
and hundreds of thousands of
dollars in fines.

According to FBI documents made public Thursday, May 16, 2013, Dutschke
appears to have attempted
to evade law enforcement
just days before his arrest.
Dutschke, 41, was arrested
April 27 at his home in Tupelo, Miss., and charged
with making ricin, the same
substance mailed April 8
to Obama, U.S. Sen. Roger
Wicker of Mississippi and
Lee County, Miss., Justice
Court Judge Sadie Holland.
Dutschke has denied any
involvement.
George Lucas, an attorney
for Dutschke, said he had not
yet seen the indictment and
had no immediate comment.
Dutschke is the second
person to face charges in the

case.
Paul Kevin Curtis, a
45-year-old Elvis impersonator, was arrested April 17,
but the charges were dropped
six days later.
Curtis said after his arrest that he believed he was
framed. Curtis said he and
Dutschke know each other
and had feuded.
Dutschke, a former martial
arts instructor, has unsuccessfully run for elective office,
including a 2007 challenge
of Holland’s son, Democratic
state Rep. Steve Holland.
Authorities said a dust
mask that Dutschke removed
from his former martial arts
studio and dumped in a nearby trash can tested positive
for ricin and the DNA of two

The Associated Press
DETROIT - Ford is recalling about 465,000 cars
and SUVs because the fuel
tanks can leak and cause
fires.
The global recall affects
the Ford brand’s Fusion,
Explorer, Taurus, Flex, Police Utility and Police Interceptor. Also covered are the
Lincoln MKS, MKT and
MKZ. All the vehicles are
from the 2013 model year.
Ford said a connector
from the fuel tank to the
fuel line is the source of
the leak. Customers could
smell gas or see a leak on
the ground. The company
says no fires or crashes have
been reported because of

Ford Fusion

the problem.
Dealers will
replace
the
fuel delivery
module, which
includes
the
connector,
a
Ford spokeswoman said.
A b o u t
Ford Explorer
390,000 of the
vehicles
are
in the U.S.,
with another
23,000 in Canada and 7,600
in
Mexico.
The rest are in
Europe, South
America, Asia
and other areas.
Lincoln MKS

OUT with a whimper:
storms over in east, south
By Clarke Canfield
The Associated Press
PORTLAND, Maine - The
remnants of violent storms
that killed more than a dozen
people in Oklahoma moved
out to sea with a whimper
Monday, June 3, but not
before sending punishing
winds and torrential downpours to New England and
spawning a tornado in South
Carolina.
Storms on June 2 sheared
off trees and utility poles in
parts of northern New England and dropped ping pong
ball-sized hail in New York
state.
On the morning of June 3,
the storm was blowing out
to the Atlantic with only isolated thunderstorms and localized heavy rain as a cold
front began moving in and
clearing the region.
“There will be some thunderstorm activity, but the
risk of severe weather has
pretty much disappeared on
the East Coast,” said Bruce
Terry, a meteorologist with
the National Weather Service in College Park, Md.
At the peak of the storm,

people, including Dutschke.
Authorities haven’t said who
else’s DNA was on the mask,
but an FBI agent testified during a preliminary hearing that
most of the genetic material
on it belonged to Dutschke.
Authorities said Dutschke
used the Internet to make
three purchases of castor
beans, from which ricin is derived, and researched how to
make the poison.
The FBI has not revealed
details about how lethal the ricin was. A Senate official has
said the ricin was not weaponized, meaning it wasn’t in
a form that could easily enter the body. If inhaled, ricin
can cause respiratory failure,
among other symptoms. No
antidote exists.

more than 40,000 homes
and businesses were without power in Vermont, New
Hampshire and Maine. That
number had fallen to about
12,000 on June 3, with utilities hopeful to have most
power restored by the end of
the day.
In all, there were more than
100 reports of severe weather across the region June 2,
mostly in a swath from central New York to Maine.
In northwestern South
Carolina, a tornado knocked
a home off its foundation
and blew part of the roof off,
said Taylor Jones, director
of emergency management
for Anderson County. Some
trees were blown down and
there was heavy rain but no
widespread damage.
Although there were plenty of reports of severe weather, there weren’t widespread
reports of extreme weather,
with winds in excess of 75
mph and hail measuring 2
inches in diameter, said John
Koch, a meteorologist with
the National Weather Service East region headquarters in Bohemia, N.Y.

This June 1, 2013 photo provided
by the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric
Administration
shows the foundation of a house,
foreground, that Brushy Creek
washed away in Montgomery
County between Oden and Mount
Ida, Ark. Flash flooding and
tornadoes killed three people in
Arkansas late Thursday and Friday.
Three others were missing in floods
that followed 6 inches of rain in
the rugged Ouachita Mountains
near Y City, 125 miles west of Little
Rock. The house appears in the
background. AP Photo/NOAA
“Still, we’re fortunate nobody was injured or hurt,” he
said.
On June 3, officials in
Oklahoma confirmed a 14th
death from the storms, which
swept through the Plains
May 31. The Oklahoma City
Fire Department said six
people remain missing.

In a Tuesday April 23, 2013 file photo, Everett Dutschke stands in the street near
his home in Tupelo, Miss., and waits for the FBI to arrive and search his home in
connection with the sending of poisoned letters to President Barack Obama and
others. AP Photo/Northeast Mississippi Daily Journal, Thomas Wells
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Above Average Christianity
By Rev. Leon Collier
Special to The Mississippi Link

Last week we
began studying
what “Above average Christianity is”. We will
continue
that
train of thought
this week as well by beginning
with Above Average Christianity - a status that will not make
promises in the name of God or
anything else (Matthew 5:33-37).
Verse 33 reads: “Again you have
heard that it was said to the men
of old, “You must not forswear
yourselves, but must carry out
your promises to the Lord.”
Why do people make promises? Hebrews 6:16 reads: “Men
indeed swear by a greater than
themselves, and in all their disputes an oath is final for confirmation.” People swear by something greater than themselves to
give credibility to what they say
and they make a pledge to confirm what they promised, but
Jesus said do not foreswear yourself. In Greek, foreswear means
perjury which is to tell lies while
under oath.
Jesus is implying that swearing
and oaths are not common matters. One writer said, “…an oath
is an act of religious worship…”
When you swear and make promises it’s like standing before God
Himself and when you promise
something standing before God
who is perfect and true you are
obligated to carry out what you
promised.
Swearing is a holy act and
should never be taken lightly and
used in casual or common situations. Some church folk swear
and make promises so loosely
at times, but in order to live in
above average Christianity we
must learn to take God’s name
more seriously.
After Jesus said do not swear
He went on to give examples
of common situations in which
His people should not swear by.

Don’t swear by heaven (throne of
God), don’t swear by earth (footstool of God), and don’t swear
by your head (because you can’t
add one strand nor can you turn it
white or black). These things may
be common but they all belong to
God, not you.
We are not to swear by anything and make oaths, because
this is the assumption that you
have the power and control to
make something happen when
we clearly don’t because things
in our lives could change at any
time and make us out to be liars.
One scholar said Matthew 5:36 is
a good example of us not having
control over our own lives. We
can’t make our hair turn black or
gray.
The pagan Gentiles would
swear by their heads which meant
their lives, but God gives life. So,
they really couldn’t swear by that
which they didn’t give. This is
why Jesus said do not swear by
your own head because you don’t
have control over it, and things
could change and you won’t be
able to do anything about it.
Just say yes or no with no addendums as outlined in Matthew
5:37 which reads: “But let your
yes, be yes; and your no be no.
For whatever is more than these
comes from evil.”
Here’s what is meant by this:
“…we ought to use such plainness and simplicity in speaking,
that we may believe one another
without oaths and swearing…”
Notice Jesus said anything beyond a yes or no is of the Devil.
Proverbs 10:19 says, “Where
there is much talk there will be
no end to sin, but he who keeps
his mouth shut does wisely.” One
writer said, “Too much talk involves the risk of sin.”
We are safe as long as we simply say yes or no regarding a matter. Now I see why lawyers like
to get yes or no answers, because
if one is allowed to elaborate he
may try to talk his way or lie his
way out of something.

In Matthew 12:36 Jesus said, “I
tell you that every idle word that
men speak, they will give account
of it in the Day of Judgment.”
This is why we must be careful
not to swear and make promises.
Whatever you say you are going
to do, you’d better do it and whatever you say is true it better be
true because you will be judged.
God holds His people accountable for the promises they make.
We can’t tell someone we are going to do something and not do it
and then say, oh well, la-de-da.
It’s all good. This is an offence to
God not just the person you lied
to.
Keeping your word relates to
faithfulness; one who does not
keep his word is unfaithful. Such
a person is not only unfaithful,
but not trustworthy either. One of
the worst things that can happen
to Christians is to be viewed as
not trustworthy.
Are you seen as trustworthy in
your home, at your job, among
your relatives, with your church
family? Talk is cheap because it
doesn’t cost you anything to run
your mouth. If you say you are
going to do something God expects you to do what you said you
are going to do. When you gave
your life to Christ you said you
would live for Him and dedicate
yourself to Him and His will for
your life. Have you been doing
this?
Let me tell you what the Bible
calls a person who does not fulfill their vow to God. Ecclesiastes
5:4 says, “When you take an oath
before God, put it quickly into effect, because he has no pleasure
in the foolish; keep the oath you
have taken.” One Bible scholar
said, “A vow should not be hastily made (Judges 11:35; 1 Samuel
14:24). When made, it must be
kept (Psalm 76:11), because God
keeps His word to us (Joshua
21:45).”
If you sing the song, “I give
myself away” this means that
God can now use you, but if you

are not being used by God this
means you lie when you sing that
song because you have not truly
given yourself totally to God.
When you sing the song, “I
love you Jesus, I worship and
adore you, just want to tell you
that I love you more than anything” and yet you are not faithful to God’s word and His church
then you are a singing hypocrite,
because you are not living what
you sing.
There are consequences for not
keeping your word. Some Christians will never experience the
joy and power of living above
average Christianity because they
won’t keep their word, and won’t
keep their commitment to Christ.
A man had a son who played
college football but he never
went to watch him play. The
boy’s mother attended most of
the games and when asked if the
boy’s father was going to make it
to senior night at the boy’s college and the last home football
game the mother said, “I doubt
it.” The mother had lost hope in
the boy’s father.
Has God lost confidence in
you? Is God at the point to where
He just doesn’t expect anything
out of you anymore because He
knows you are just a cheap talker?
Rev. Leon Collier is the pastor
of Makarios Worship Center, 464
Church Rd., Madison. Residents
of Madison, he and wife, Minister
Yolanda; are the proud parents
of three daughters. He received
degrees from Criswell College in
Dallas; Southern Methodist University - Perkins School of Theology; and a Masters of Divinity
from Memphis Theological Seminary. A pastor for 23 years, Collier serves as a volunteer chaplain for various law enforcement
agencies in the metro area and for
the Mississippi Governor’s Mansion. He may be reached by calling 601.260.3016, 601.855.7898
or e-mail karab5@live.com.

Lecrae speaks of sacred-secular divide
By Nicola Menzie
Christian Post Reporter

Rapper and Christian evangelist Lecrae Moore recently spoke
on some of the difficulty he has
had with both Christians and
non-Christians in balancing his
faith and producing music that
has been traditionally considered
“worldly.”
“There’s always somebody
saying one or the other about me,”
said Moore, typically referred to
by his first name, commenting on
being called “too Christian” or
“too pagan.” The married father
added that he has “definitely had
some sleepless nights and some
long conversations” in trying to
balance his faith and career as a
hip-hop artist.
The subject was raised by Eric
Geiger, vice president of LifeWay
Christian Resources, in an interview with Lecrae broadcast online recently on Ed Stetzer’s “The
Exchange,” a program featuring in-depth conversations with
Christian leaders.
“As far as the world is concerned, it’s mostly pre-conceived
ideas of what I’m about. So
they haven’t really investigated
enough to know how Christian it
is or what it is that’s gonna happen,” the Atlanta rapper added.
“On the Christian side, there’s
a sense of like, ‘See, Lecrae is
falling off, he’s getting worldly.
I heard him do this song, he’s
performing at this place ...,’” he
explained, giving examples of the
kind of criticism he might receive
on social media.

Having spoken numerous
times on the subject of overcoming the concept some have of a
secular-sacred divide - the belief
that Christians should avoid certain secular areas and activities Lecrae shared that his model for
ministry is the Apostle Paul and
his ministry activities as recorded
in the Bible.
“I’m a big fan of just looking at
Paul in Acts and him in the marketplace, but in the synagogue as
well. Him mixing it up out there
in the culture and knowing who
their modern-day poets were and
their speakers and philosophers
and being able to integrate their
ideals and values in his talks as
he tries to preach Christ to them,”
said Lecrae.
The 33-year-old rapper believes he, and other Christians,
can impact culture simply by being engaged and demonstrating
what “redemption has done” in a
Christian’s life, instead of creating sub-cultures or living life in a
bubble.
The conversation also touched
on a comment Lecrae previously
made in response to whether he
views himself as a Christian rapper: “I am a Christian. I am a rapper. But Christian is my faith, not
my genre.”
Saying he knows such a statement “goes against the grain of
cultural Christianity,” Lecrae told
Geiger: “We have to be careful
with terms like ‘Christian’ and
‘Gospel.’” He suggested that
limiting those labels to simply
a genre of music does a “disser-

vice” to the Christian message of
salvation in Jesus Christ.
“Christian is an identifying
mark. It says I identify myself
with Christ, I’m a follower of
Christ,” he emphasized. “I’d
rather you not put the tag or the
label ‘Christian’ on me (simply)
because I say so.” The rapper
added that he welcomes the title
“Christian” being applied to him
if his character warrants it, but not
simply because of the type of music he creates.
As for the kind of responses he
has received from mainstream, or
non-Christian rappers in the industry, Lecrae said, “I think there
are some who respect it. A lot of
people respect that I’m willing
to be authentic and willing to be
real” in keeping elements of his
faith in the music.
“I really don’t feel like I have
anything to lose. I’m being authentic, and my strength is in the
Gospel and my strength is in the
Lord to allow me to be exactly
who I am,” he said.
“There’s a distaste in the
mouths of some, but it’s not because I’m obnoxious or because
I’m not gracious. It’s just because
in many people’s minds they’ve
just never seen Christ in hiphop. So some rappers or some
people in the hip-hop world are
like, ‘What are you doing here?
I know you’ve got to be corny or
inauthentically hip-hop because
we’ve never seen this before.’”
Lecrae shared that he believes
he has impacted some of the secular artists he has been able to work

Lecrae
with, and has made “inroads”
with those in the industry who
have listened to his music.
“There are some albums that
have come out this year that are
vastly different, and I say it’s
a testament to myself and my
counterparts just being involved
in these guys’ lives and trying to
share our hope with them, our
faith with them,” he said.
The Atlanta rapper, who also
does ministry work through
ReachLife Ministries, an extension of Reach Records, became
in February the first Christian recording artist to win a Grammy
Award in the Best Gospel Album
category, due to his 2012 record
Gravity.
“To me it’s a testament of years
of laboring to break down barriers in music and culture,” Lecrae
told The Christian Post at the time
in response to his Grammy win.
“Hopefully people will listen and
understand what I do creatively
and how my faith is a part of who
I am, not a genre.”

Message from the Religion Editor
By Daphne Higgins
Religion Editor
Well, it’s June
and everyone knows
what that means.
Aaaah, you remembered - it’s my birthday month but not
only that - it’s the
month that so many churches host Vacation Bible School.
My husband and I were reminiscing just a few days ago about the Vacation Bible Schools of our youth.
Way back then, VBS began in the
morning and it lasted all day long for a
week. I can remember me and my siblings making our trek just a few blocks
down the street to the corner church to
meet with other neighborhood friends.
There we’d spend the day learning
wonderful songs, learning scripture
and participating in Bible Bowls. Oh,
and let me not forget, enjoying breakfast, lunch and snacks. On a side note,
I think my dad enjoyed VBS more
than we did because at least five of
us at a time attended the June event
so that meant fewer groceries being
purchased at our home for the week.
On a serious note, my parents
would test us in the evenings to find
out what we learned during the day.
We would sing our songs and tell
them what our Bible verses meant;
basically relive the day.
At the end of the week, we’d take a
group photo of all of the VBS participants and begin to cherish the memories until the next June.
Something else that was obvious
then is that only children attended the
classes. The adults had other duties:
teachers, cooks, assistants, but none
were students. That is definitely not
the case now. Adults are just as actively involved in study as their children.
There are some churches in the area
that still have early morning/afternoon
classes and attendance, from what
I’ve seen, is pretty good and that’s
great but what I have come to learn is

it doesn’t matter what time of the day
the event is held; what is important is
that it is held and children and adults
of all ages attend, participant, and
leave knowing more about the Lord
and are equipped with more of God’s
Word that they can share with others.
Fellowship among believers is a
wonderful experience. Even though
I’m focused on VBS, fellowship can
be achieved by attending various religious gatherings: regular worship
service, Sunday School, bible study,
mission meetings, choir rehearsal,
usher practice, and so much more.
Being with those who want to learn
and do better in their day to day life is
truly an attribute for your spiritual and
physical being.
Life is precious and the ability to
enjoy it to the fullest is truly a gift
from God and to be able to share
it with others is one of the greatest
rewards of all. It is because of the
goodness of the Lord that we should
continue to celebrate each day. We all
have different but similar things to occur in our lives and it is because of His
goodness that we continue to receive
the blessings He bestows upon us.
Because of God’s goodness, we
ask that you help us celebrate His
Holy Name by sharing His wonderful
works throughout your life and community and as always, we ask that you
let us help you to communicate the
good news of our Lord. Isaiah 52:7a
reads, “What a beautiful sight it is to
see messengers coming with good
news!”
The Mississippi Link, a messenger
for news in and around the state of
Mississippi, would like to not only
share your news but all who would
like to tell others about the Lord’s
goodness and about their places of
worship and even those religious institutions that you visited.
Contact Daphne M. Higgins at religion@mississippilink.com. Fax 601896-0091 or mail your information to
The Mississippi Link, 2659 Livingston
Road, Jackson, MS 39213.

The story behind
Vacation Bible School

By Sue Harmon
Special to The Mississippi Link

Vacation Bible School (VBS) was
born out of the concern of a Christian
woman over the spiritual needs of neglected children. Mrs. Walter Aylett
Hawes of the Epiphany Baptist Church
of New York City, as a part of her Sunday School ministry, came in contact
with the mostly immigrant children of
New York’s East Side. She decided to
hold an “everyday Bible School” for
the children who were playing in the
streets.
The only place available to hold
the school was in a beer garden that
was unused during the daytime. Mrs.
Hawes paid the rent to use the beer garden for six weeks, and in July of 1898
she opened her first school. It was so
successful that she repeated the effort
the following summer in the same
place. Her pastor and the missionary
society of her church were supportive,
and Mrs. Hawes held seven annual vacation schools in New York before she
moved from the area.
Dr. Robert G. Boville is credited
with inaugurating the Vacation Bible
School movement in 1901. He came in
contact with Mrs. Hawes and learned
of her Everyday Bible School, then led
the New York Baptist Mission Society
to accept VBS promotion as part of its
work. Eventually, a national interdenominational organization was established to encourage and support the
holding of community Bible schools.
The first denomination to recognize
the value of Vacation Bible Schools
was the Presbyterian Church, USA, assigning this work to its Board of Home
Missions in 1910. The Northern Baptist Convention adopted VBS as part of
its work in 1915, and other denominations soon followed.
The early Bible schools of Mrs.
Hawes consisted of a two-hour program each day, six weeks each summer. They included Bible stories,
music, worship, drawing, scripture
memory, nature study, marching, ex-

ercises, games, and the salute to the
flag. Handwork activities were also included, especially cooking and sewing
for the girls.
Over the years, VBS has continued
to include many of these elements. Often the day’s activities begin with children lining up to march into the church
building, where the worship session
includes pledges to the American and
Christian flags. Bible stories, memory
verses, games, crafts, and music are
integral parts of the modern-day VBS
experience.
Some changes have occurred in
Vacation Bible Schools in the past decade. Publishers of VBS curriculum
have moved to a themed format, in
which the activities all center on a subject or topic. The theme influences the
décor, games, crafts, and even refreshments used to help teach the Bible truth
for each day. Wild West, space, ocean,
rainforest, the arctic - quite a variety of
themes have been used to generate interest and enthusiasm in VBS!
Although these themes do attract attention, there is concern among some
educators that they may detract from
the central purpose of VBS, and that
is to teach the Bible, sharing the good
news of Christ’s love with children and
families who may not normally attend
a Bible study or worship service at a
church. Churches must strive to find a
balance, incorporating the theme elements without allowing them to overshadow the biblical teaching.
Another change is that Bible
Schools have grown shorter. From
Mrs. Hawes’ six-week schools a hundred years ago, VBS has been condensed to two-week schools in the
1950’s and 60’s and to the one-week
schools usually held today. Churches
choose a variety of time frames, most
running from 2 to 3 hours a day. Some
churches, however, hold expanded
schools lasting all day, to accommodate the schedules of working parents
and to incorporate children from childcare programs into the VBS.
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King Agrippa: Almost Persuaded
Almost Don’t Count - Part II

By Pastor Simeon R. Green III
Special to The Mississippi Link

“Then Agrippa
said unto Paul,
almost thou persuadest me to
be a Christian.
And Paul said,
I would to God,
that not only thou but also all
that hear me this day, were
both almost and altogether
such as I am, except these
bonds.” (Acts 26:28-29)
King Agrippa certainly
never was an almost Christian. His life and character
displayed a spirit very far removed from that condition.
He was not like the young
man in the Gospel to whom
the name “almost-Christian”
is far more applicable.
There is a great difference
between “being almost a
Christian” and “being almost
persuaded to be a Christian.”
A man who is almost an artist
knows something of painting,
but a man almost persuaded
to be an artist may not even
know the names of the colors.
I would like for you to consider some things that could
be standing in your way. Is
something in your life hindering you from getting saved? Is
something hindering you from
answering the call of God to
be born again and to be made
a new creature in Christ Jesus?
Possibly Agrippa had some
friends who would have
frowned on his getting saved.
Maybe, it was his wife. Per-

haps, some other people had
an influence upon him and he
felt that if he got saved, he
would lose their friendship.
Maybe, even a godless person
had a fatal influence over him.
Many times, people come
to church and hear the Gospel
and they are much like King
Agrippa in that they would
like to get saved. They consider surrendering to God, but
suddenly the thought comes,
“What would my friends say?”
They may even wonder what
people at work might say.
Then, there are others who
may wonder what their husband or wife or perhaps what
their boyfriend or girlfriend
might say. They dread their
displeasure and think they
would never be able to face
them again, if they were to get
saved.
No doubt, some individuals
have thought, “I am almost
persuaded to be a Christian,
but I am not going to yield for
the sake of that individual.”
Oh, they know that they ought
to surrender to Christ, but for
the sake of certain persons,
they fail to yield to God.
Friends, they are under the
fatal charm of evil companions
and rather than break with that
individual, they beat back the
hands of the Redeemer and go
on in their sins and end up lost
eternally.
How many people have refused to yield to the striving of
God’s Spirit and God’s Word
because they were afraid of

ridicule? Many have been
laughed and sneered right out
of the Kingdom of God. If this
is your hang-up, you would be
far better off to sacrifice your
friends and your relationships
than to sacrifice your soul’s
salvation.
Friends, no relationship on
this earth is more valuable
than your relationship with
God. Sometimes even after
people get saved, they get
under the fatal influences of
other individuals. They get in
bondage to someone, somewhere.
I am reminded of Galatians
5:7, which says, “Ye did run
well; who did hinder you that
ye should not obey the truth?”
You can allow people to hinder you so that you do not
obey the truth. Galatians 5:9
states, “A little leaven leaveneth the whole lump.”
My friends, do not allow
anyone to keep you from being altogether persuaded to
be a Christian. Romans 14:12
reads, “So then every one of
us shall give account of himself to God.”
You need to get your eyes
off other people. You are not
going to give an account for
them and they are not going
to give an account for you.
You must get your mind on
your own soul and where you
are going to spend eternity.
Each person is accountable to
Christ, not to others.
I have good news for you.
If you are not saved, fear

not; the cost has already been
paid. When Jesus said, “It is
finished,” and then rose from
the grave on the third day, the
price was paid. Everything
that it takes to save you was
already accomplished over
two thousand years ago.
All you have to do to receive
the pardon is repent of your
sins with godly sorrow, place
your faith in the Son of God
and you can experience real
salvation. In Romans 10:13,
it states, “For whosoever shall
call upon the name of the Lord
shall be saved.”
Also, 2 Peter 3:9 states,
“The Lord is not slack concerning His promise, as some
men count slackness but is
longsuffering to us-ward, not
willing that any should perish
but that all should come to repentance.”
You can have victory over
sin. You can have victory over
the devil. You can have victory over the flesh, if you will
let God come into your heart
and life.
Next Week - Part III
Rev. Simeon R. Green III is
pastor of Crossroads Church
of God in Farmhaven (Canton), Miss., and is married to
Velma L. Green. He honorably
served in the U.S. Army for 20
years. Presently, Rev. Green
is a member of the National
Association of Evangelism
Church of God, Anderson, Ind.
He serves as vice-chairman at
the Southeastern Association
of The Church of God, Inc.

College Hill Missionary Baptist Church

The Top 10 Gospel Songs from the Billboard
Gospel Charts for the week of June 6
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Free your mind and
your faith will follow

By Shewanda Riley
Columnist
You
either live your
dreams or you
live your fears.
This statement
from the introduction
of
bestselling author Dr. Dennis Kimbro’s latest book The
Wealth Choice made me stop
and think.
Even though his book is an
excellent resource full of dynamic success secrets of 1,000
black millionaires, I thought
about how the book’s strategies
can also apply to anyone’s life
whether they are a millionaire
or work at Walmart. For example, the quote about living your
fear was a simple statement but
one that made me take a step
back and look at my life.
I wondered how many times
I have lived my fear. Like so
many of you, I know I can always rely on the truth in the
scriptures like 2 Timothy 1:7
- “For God has not given us a
spirit of fear, but of power and
of love and of a sound mind.”
Even though we embrace the
truth of that and other scriptures, we still find ourselves
fearful. So how do you overcome that kind of fear?
According to Dr. Kimbro and
The Wealth Choice, one way to
overcome fear about your finances is to change your mind
set about money.
If you have a poor mentality, you will be poor much like
Proverbs 23:7 says, “For as he
thinks in his heart, so is he.”
Having faith is a big part of
overcoming any fear, but you

have to change your thinking
first.
I was talking to a friend about
that same thing a few weeks
ago. We were sharing about
life goals. Even though we
had very different goals, there
was a common factor: once
we’d made up in our minds to
achieve a goal then it was easier
to achieve them. For instance, I
recently started going back to
school to work on another degree. It took me nearly 4 years
to go back. Why? There were
friends, co-workers and even
my supervisor who encouraged me to go back to school.
I didn’t want to do it because I
couldn’t wrap my mind around
having to read tons of books,
do homework again and pay
tuition.
However, one day I had one
of those “moments.”I asked
myself what was the real reason
why I didn’t want to go back to
school. It boiled down to one
thing: I was afraid. Afraid that
I would fail and afraid that I
would never be able to overcome the fear of failing. Things
really changed once I changed
my mind about the fear of failure and decided that I would
rather live my life knowing that
I tried and failed than not having tried at all. In other words,
once I freed my mind, my faith
followed.
Shewanda Riley is the author of the Essence best-seller
“Love Hangover: Moving
From Pain to Purpose after a
Relationship Ends.” She can
be reached at lovehangover@
juno.com, at www.shewandariley.com or www.anointedauthorsontour.com
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1.

Take Me To The King		

Tamela Mann

2.

It’s Not Over			

3.

Break Every Chain		

Tasha Cobbs

4.

God Will Make A Way		

Shirley Caesar
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Anthony Brown & group therAPy
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Bishop Paul S. Morton
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Isaac Carree
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James Fortune & FIYA Featuring Monica & Fred Hammond
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Tye Tribbett
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AIRLINES ARE
HIRING
dƌĂŝŶĨŽƌŚĂŶĚƐŽŶǀŝĂƟŽŶĂƌĞĞƌ͘
&ĂƉƉƌŽǀĞĚƉƌŽŐƌĂŵ͘
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>>ǀŝĂƟŽŶ/ŶƐƟƚƵƚĞŽĨDĂŝŶƚĞŶĂŶĐĞ

866-455-4317

ATTEND COLLEGE ONLINE
FROM HOME

ΎDĞĚŝĐĂů͕ΎƵƐŝŶĞƐƐ͕ΎƌŝŵŝŶĂů:ƵƐƟĐĞ͕Ύ,ŽƐƉŝƚĂůŝƚǇ͘
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&ŝŶĂŶĐŝĂůŝĚŝĨƋƵĂůŝĮĞĚ͘^,sĂƵƚŚŽƌŝǌĞĚ͘

Call 888-899-6914
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www.CenturaOnline.com

dƌĂŝŶĨŽƌŚĂŶĚƐŽŶǀŝĂƟŽŶĂƌĞĞƌ͘
&ĂƉƉƌŽǀĞĚƉƌŽŐƌĂŵ͘
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® >&>Naturalyte
ǀŝĂƟŽŶ/ŶƐƟƚƵ®ƚproducts
ĞŽĨDĂŝŶƚĞŶĂŶĐĞ
Granuflo
used during forearm
injection
866-455-4317
kidney dialysis
may lead to:

DIALYSIS WARNING

•Heart Attack

•Death

ATTEND COLLEGE ONLINE
FROM HOME

You may be entitled to money damages.
Call The Edward A. Williamson Law Firm
today
for a free consultation.
ΎDĞĚŝĐĂů͕ΎƵƐŝŶĞƐƐ͕ΎƌŝŵŝŶĂů:ƵƐƟĐĞ͕Ύ,ŽƐƉŝƚĂůŝƚǇ͘
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CALL&ŝŶĂŶĐŝĂůŝĚŝĨƋƵĂůŝĮĞĚ͘^,sĂƵƚŚŽƌŝǌĞĚ͘
TODAY 800-FIRM-495
Edward A. Williamson is responsible for the content of this advertisement. Offices
located in Philadelphia,
Prior results do not guarantee future outcomes.
CallMS.888-899-6914

®
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WARNING
If you or a loved one used the
blood
HIRING
thinner Pradaxa® and then suffered:

www.CenturaOnline.com

•Internal Bleeding
dƌĂŝŶĨŽƌŚĂŶĚƐŽŶǀŝĂƟŽŶĂƌĞĞƌ͘
•Hemorrhaging
&•Death
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The Edward
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>for
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during
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injection
kidneyTODAY
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DIALYSIS WARNING

•Heart Attack

•Death

Edward A. Williamson is responsible for the content of this advertisement. Offices
located in Philadelphia, MS. Prior results do not guarantee future outcomes.

COLLEGE
ONLINE
You mayATTEND
be entitled to
money damages.
Call The Edward A.
Williamson
Law
Firm
FROM
HOME
today for a free
consultation.
Make
the
Switch
to Dish Today
ΎDĞĚŝĐĂů͕ΎƵƐŝŶĞƐƐ͕ΎƌŝŵŝŶĂů:ƵƐƟĐĞ͕Ύ,ŽƐƉŝƚĂůŝƚǇ͘
CALL :ŽďƉůĂĐĞŵĞŶƚĂƐƐŝƐƚĂŶĐĞ͘ŽŵƉƵƚĞƌĂŶĚ
TODAY 800-FIRM-495
and Save Up To Offices
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is responsible for the content of this advertisement.50%
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You may be entitled to money damages.
Call The Edward A. Williamson Law Firm
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a free consultation.
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& Naturalyte

For 3 months.
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•Death
INSTALLATION
INTERNET
IN UP TO 6 ROOMS
You may be entitled to money damages.

PACKAGES
UNDER $50

AS LOW AS
.... Firm
Call The Edward A. Williamson
Law
today for a free consultation.

CALL TODAY
Prices valid for 12 months.
Requires 24-month agreement

Where available.

CALL TODAY INSTALLED
TODAY!
800-FIRM-495
mo.

Edward A. Williamson is responsible forwhere
the available
content of this advertisement. Offices
located in Philadelphia, MS. Prior results do not guarantee future outcomes.

CallPRADAXA
Now and Ask How to® Save
Up To 50%**
WARNING

1-888-471-1216
If you or a loved one used the blood
thinner Pradaxa® and then suffered:

Bleeding
Call 7 days a week•Internal
8am - 11pm EST Promo
Code: MB0113
•Hemorrhaging
•Death

**Savings applies to AT120, AT120+, AT200, and AT250 with HD programming, 2 year agreement and credit qualiﬁcation.
Discount applied to ﬁrst year of service in form of online and promotional credits plus free HD for Life which is a $10/mo credit.

You may be entitled to money damages.

Blockbuster @Home (1 disc at a time): Only available with new qualifying DISH service activated during promotional period. For the first 3 months of your subscription, you will receive Blockbuster @Home free (regularly
The
Edward
A.online
Williamson
Law
$10/mo).Call
After 3 months,
then-current
regular price applies. Requires
DISH account for discs by mail; broadband
InternetFirm
to stream content; HD DVR to stream to TV. Exchange online rentals for free in-store movie
rentals at participating Blockbuster
stores (excludes
PuertoaRicofree
and U.S. Virgin consultation.
Islands). Streaming to TV and some channels not available with select packages. Promotional offers require activation of new qualifying
today
for
DISH service with 24-month agreement and credit qualification. Cancellation fee of $20/month remaining applies if service is terminated before end of agreement. 3-month premium movie offer value is $135. After
each applicable promotional period, then-current price applies unless you downgrade. Free Standard Professional Installation only. All equipment is leased and must be returned to DISH upon cancellation or unreturned
equipment fees apply. Upfront and additional monthly fees may apply. PrimeTime Anytime feature not available in all markets. Recording hours vary; 2000 hours based on SD programming. Equipment comparison
based on equipment available from major TV providers as of 1/17/13. Some Hopper with Sling features require compatible mobile device. All prices, packages, programming, features, functionality and offers subject to
change withoutEdward
notice. Offers A.
available
for new and qualifiedisformer
customers, and subject
applicable Promotional
and Residential
Customer agreements.Offices
State reimbursement charges may apply.
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theofcontent
of this
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Additional restrictionslocated
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5/21/13. HBO®, Cinemax®MS.
and relatedPrior
channels results
and service marks
property
of Home Box Office,future
Inc. SHOWTIME
is a registered trademark of Showtime Networks Inc.,
inendPhiladelphia,
doare the
not
guarantee
outcomes.
a CBS Company.STARZ and related channels and service marks are property of Starz Entertainment, LLC. All new customers are subject to a one-time, non-refundable processing fee.
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thunderonwater.net
In recognition of
safe boating and
the U. S. Army Corp of
Engineers
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PASS
Aviation
Mainenance At
2x2

Pick Up

The Following Locations:

j a c k s o n
Dollar General
1214 Capitol St (Downtown Jackson)
Bully’s Restaurant
Revell Ace Hardware
3118 Livingston Road
Terry Rd (South Jackson)
cash & carry
Dollar General
Capitol Street and Monument Street
304 Briarwood Dr
City Hall
Dollar General
219 S President St
2855 McDowell Rd
Garrett Office
Complex
PASS
Dollar General
2659 Livingston Road
Centura
104 Terry Rd
JJ Mobil
Rite Aid
Northside Drive and2x2
Flagg Chapel
3.556x2
380 W. Woodrow Wilson Ave
JSU Student union
Rite Aid
Web
1400 J. R. Lynch48
Street
114 E. McDowell Rd
Liberty BankAviation
and Trust
Rite Aid
2325 Livingston
Rd.
Mainenance
6075 Old Canton Rd
lumpkins bbq
2x2
182 Raymond Road
CAN T ON
McDade’s Market
A&I
Northside Drive PASS
716 Roby Street - Canton, MS
McDade’s
Market
#2
Edward Williamson B & B
653 Duling Avenue
702 West North Street - Canton, MS
Granuflo
Picadilly Cafeteria
Boutique Store
Jackson Medical3.556x2
Mall2x2
3355 North Liberty - Canton, MS
350 W Woodrow Wilson Avenue
Bully’s Store
48 Web
Piggly Wiggly
Church Street - Canton, MS
2875 McDowell Centura
Road
Community Mart
2x2
Shell Food Mart
743 Ruby Street - Canton, MS
3.33x2
5492 Watkins Drive
Fryer Lane Grocery
SPORTS MEDICINE
Martin Luther King Drive - Canton, MS
46
Web
PASS
Fortification and I-55
Hamlin Floral Design
Aviation
Edward
Williamson 285 Peace Street - Canton, MS
Two Sisters
Kitchen
Mainenance
707 North Congress
- Jackson, MS
Pradaxa
Joe’s Sandwich & Grocery
2x2
Upton tire
507 Church Street - Canton, MS
2x2
Countyline Road and State Street
K & K One Stop
Murphy USA 3.556x2
110 West Fulton Street - Canton, MS
6394 Ridgewood48
Rd (North
Jackson)
Lacy’s Insurance
Web
421 Peace Street - Canton, MS
Dollar General
Edward Williamson Soul Set Barber Shop
3957 Northview Dr (North Jackson)
Granuflo
257 Peace Street - Canton, MS
Dollar General
Trailer Park Grocery
2030 N Siwell Rd3.33x2
2x2
**
22 Westside Drive - Canton,
MS
Dollar General
46 Web
B Y R A M
4331 Highway 80W
Centura
Dollar General
Dollar General
2x2
P
ro
5990 Medgar Evers Blvd
moti125
onal Swinging Bridge Dr.

Make the Switch to Dish Today
and Save Up To 50%

Jun2_MCAN

Pack
starting aatges
only ...

3.556x2
48 Web
Edward Williamson mo.
for 12 mon
ths
Pradaxa
2x2

HAVIOR’S AUTO CARE
5495 I-55 South Frontage Road
VowelL’s Market Place
5777 Terry Road
C L I N T ON
Dollar General
807 Berkshire St - Clinton, MS
R I D G E L AN D
Rite Aid
398 Hwy 51
T erry
Mardi Gras Café
106 West Cunningham Avenue
R a ym o n d
Hinds Community College
Welcome Center
505 E. Main Street
Sunflower Grocery
122 Old Port Gibson Street,
Raymond, MS
Love Food Mart
120 E. Main Street,
Raymond, MS
Raymond Public Library
126 W. Court Street, Raymond, MS
Raymond City Hall
110 Courtyard Square, Raymond
U ti c a
Hubbard’s truck stop
Mississippi Hwy 27
Pitt Stop
101 Hwy 18 & 27
B o lt o n
Mack’s Café
103 West Madison Street
Bolton Library
Bolton City Hall

PREMIUM MOVIE CHANNELS

For 3 months.

ASK ABOUT

3.33x2
Reach
2.2 Million
HIGH SPEEDReaders Across The State Of Mississippi

SAME DAY
46 Web INTERNET
INSTALLATION
Auctions
E m p l o y mIN UPe TOn6tROOMS
-T r u c k i n g
Edward
Williamson
AS LOW AS ....
DRIVERS - Class
“A” - CDL Holders
$
Granuflo
CALL TODAY
Needed in INSTALLED
the Columbia,
TODAY! Meridian,
Prices valid2x2
for 12 months.
mo. Taylorsville, Vicksburg
Roxie,
and Yazoo
Requires 24-month agreement

PACKAGES
UNDER 50

Services

Where available.

where available

City areas. Home daily, paid by load.
Paid orientation,** benefits and bonuses.
Forest Products Transports. 800-9255556.
3.33x2
Drivers - HIRING EXPERIENCED /
46 Web
INEXPERIENCED TANKER DRIVERS!
Call 7 days a week 8am - 11pm EST Promo Code: MB0113
Earn up to $.51 per mile! New fleet Volvo
**Savings applies toWilliamson
AT120, AT120+, AT200, and AT250 with HD programming, 2 year agreement and credit qualiﬁcation.
Edward
Discount applied to ﬁrst year of service in form of online and promotional
credits plus free HD1
for Life
which is a $10/mo
tractors!
year
OTRcredit.experience required.
Pradaxa
Tanker training available. Call Today:
Blockbuster @Home (1 disc at a time): Only available with new qualifying DISH service activated during promotional period. For the first 3 months of your subscription, you will receive Blockbuster @Home free (regularly
- HD DVR8to stream to8TV. Exchange2online rentals-for free 6
$10/mo). After 3 months, then-current
regular price applies. Requires online DISH account for discs by mail;8broadband7
Internet to 7
stream content;
in-store movie5 3 7 .
2x2
rentals at participating Blockbuster stores (excludes Puerto Rico and U.S. Virgin Islands). Streaming to TV and some channels not available with select packages. Promotional offers require activation of new qualifying
www.OakleyTransport.com
DISH service with 24-month agreement and credit qualification. Cancellation fee of $20/month remaining applies if service is terminated before end of agreement. 3-month premium movie offer value is $135. After
each applicable promotional period, then-current price applies unless you downgrade. Free Standard Professional Installation only. All equipment is leased and must be returned to DISH upon cancellation or unreturned
TRUCK
DRIVER
CDL
equipment fees apply. Upfront and additional monthly fees may apply. PrimeTime Anytime feature notSEC
available in all markets.
Recording hours vary; 2000
hours based on SD programming.TRAINING.
Equipment comparison
based on equipment available from major TV providers as of 1/17/13. Some Hopper with Sling features require compatible mobile device. All prices, packages, programming, features, functionality and offers subject to
and
refresher
classes
start
every
Monday.
change without notice. Offers available for new and qualified former customers, and subject to terms of applicable Promotional and Residential Customer agreements. State reimbursement charges may apply.
Additional restrictions may apply. Offers end 5/21/13. HBO®, Cinemax® and related channels and service marks are the property of Home Box Office, Inc. SHOWTIME is a registered trademark of Showtime Networks Inc.,
available
for those who qualify,
a CBS Company.STARZ and related channels and service marks are property of Starz Entertainment, LLC. AllFinancing
new customers are subject to a one-time,
non-refundable processing fee.
jobs available now! Call 1-877-2858621 Mon. - Fri., 8 am - 5 pm C#618.
C l a s s e s -T r a i n i n g
YOUR NEW DRIVING JOB IS ONE
3.556
48 CALL
Web
ATTEND COLLEGE ONLINE
fromx 6PHONE
AWAY! Experienced CDLHome. •Medical •Business •Criminal
Dish Network
A Drivers and Recent Grads - Excellent
Justice •Hospitality. Job placement assis- Benefits, Weekly Hometime. Paid Training.
tance. Computer and Financial Aid if 2x6
888-362-8608.
AverittCareers.com
qualified. SCHEV authorized. Call 888- Equal Opportunity Employer.
899-6914. www.CenturaOnline.com

Call Now and Ask How to Save Up To 50%

1-888-471-1216

Come Join The Fun!!

June 12-16, 2013
Grenada Lake Association
For Sale, Misc.
E m p l o y m e n t - T r u c k i n gPresents

CHURCH FURNITURE: Does your
CDL-A DEDICATED & REGIONAL
church need pews, pulpit set, baptistery,
DRIVERS. Excellent Benefits and
steeple, windows? Big Sale on new cushHometime. CDL-A required. 888-362ioned pews and pew chairs. 1-800-2318608. Recent grads with a CDL-A can
8360. www.pews1.com
apply online at AverittCareers.com Equal
PROFLOWERS - SEND FLOWERS FOR
Opportunity Employer.
ANY OCCASION! Prices starting at just
CRST offers the Best Lease Program.
$19.99. Plus take 20% off your order over
SIGN-ON BONUS. No down payment or
$29. Go to www.Proflowers.com/fabulous
credit check. Great Pay! Class - “A” CDL
or call 1-888-727-9844.
required. Owner Operators Welcome.
THRILL DAD with 100 percent guarCALL: 866-581-0925.
anteed,
delivered-to-the-door
DEDICATED
ACCOUNT,
PREOmaha Steaks! SAVE 67 PERCENT
PLANNED LOADS, Strong, Consistent
PLUS 4 FREE Burgers - The Favorite Gift Miles, Competitive Pay and Benefits. No
ONLY $49.99. ORDER Today. 1-888Northeast! $50-60K Annually. Call 888713-1754, use code 45102CSP or
409-6033
or
apply
online
www.OmahaSteaks.com/father66
www.drivejtc.com Class-AFood
CDL. • Fun • Live Entertainment
ADVERTISE STATEWIDE in over 100
DRIVER TRAINEES NEEDED NOW!
newspapers
For
more
information: with one phone call. MS
Sponsored Local CDL Training Provided.
Press. 601-981-3060 or your local paper.
Earn $800 per wk. Stevens Transport.
1-800-350-7364.
thunderonwater.net S e r v i c e s
Drivers - CDL-A DRIVERS NEEDED!
Solos up to 38¢/mile. 50¢/mile for ALONE? EMERGENCIES HAPPEN!
In recognition
of
Get help
with one button push!
Hazmat Teams. New Trucks Arriving
safe boating
and
$29.95/month.
Free equipment, Free setDaily! 800-942-2104, ext. 7308
or
the U. S. Army
Corp of for you or a loved one. Call
up. Protection
7307. www.TotalMS.com
Engineers
LifeWatch USA. 1-800-927-8092.

1-800-373-2571

CANADA DRUG CENTER is your choice
for safe and affordable medications. Our
licensed Canadian mail order pharmacy
will provide you with savings of up to 90
percent on all your medication needs.
Call today 1-800-823-2564, for $10.00
off your first prescription and free shipping.
DISH
NETWORK.
Starting
at
$19.99/month (for 12 months) and HighSpeed Internet starting at $14.95 month
(where available). SAVE! Ask about SAME
DAY installation! CALL now! 1-888-4711216.
Highspeed Internet EVERYWHERE by
satellite! Speeds up to 12mbps! (200x
faster than dial-up.) Starting at
$49.95/month. CALL NOW AND GO
FAST! 1-888-720-5752.

Services-Legal
DIVORCE WITH or WITHOUT children $125. Includes name change and
property settlement agreement. SAVE
hundreds. Fast and easy. Call 1-888733-7165 24/7.

Place Your Classified
Ad
STATEWIDE
In 103 Newspapers!
To order, call your
local newspaper or
MS Press Services at
601-981-3060.

STATEWIDE RATES:
Up to
1 col.
1 col.
1 col.

25 words...........$210
x 2 inch.............$525
x 3 inch.............$800
x 4 inch...........$1050

Nationwide
Placement:
MPS can also place your ad
nationwide with convenient
one call/one bill service.
Call MPS at 601-981-3060 for
rates in other states.
Week of June 2, 2013
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Coach Brent putting things in place
By Tim Ward
Sports Writer

JSU
Men’s
basketball
coach, Wayne Brent, is working hard to integrate the community into his basketball
team. Local players have
signed. Local businesses appear to be chomping at the bit
to be a part of the “New” JSU
basketball program.
Brent has been hard at work
changing the culture of the
program. A mindset shift has
also taken place as many of
the current players are starting to see. There is a no-nonsense approach to the tasks at
hand. Brent is a disciplinarian as well as an outstanding
strategist.
When asked how have
things been different since
taking the job at JSU, Brent
responded, “I started out as
a graduate assistant in college, so I’ve always run my
schools like college. There
really hasn’t been a difference, except now, we’re actually in college.”
One of his first priorities has
been making sure his players
pay attention to their scholastic work just as much as

Coach Brent in his JSU office with staff member
basketball. The new signees
are already taking summer
school classes. So far JSU
has about 8 freshman players
coming on to the team.
Since accepting the job,
Brent has also been very active in letting fans know about
the upcoming season and encouraging them to come see
the Tigers play. He already
has a “white-out” campaign
going for the first game of the
season versus Tougaloo on
November 5.
The game versus Touglaoo
rarely attracts any attention,
but Brent has changed that

I

mindset virtually overnight.
There was an event at the
Penguin June 3 introducing
the local fans to some of the
new Tigers on the team. The
place was packed!
Fans also got a chance to
meet with coach Brent. Players were able to speak with
the people in attendance so
they could feel a sense of loyalty to each other.
Unlike the football team,
the basketball teams at JSU
really haven’t generated
much interest. Mainly because there were so few local
players, bad season records,

n

M
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and no interaction with the
community.
Last season, you could ask
random JSU fans questions
about the basketball team and
they wouldn’t know. They
wouldn’t know when or who
they were playing. Most people would say, I’ll wait until
they play Alcorn.
And yes, Alcorn. That now
game has an added layer of
intrigue. It’s not only a game
involving two bitter rivals,
but renews and heightens the
coaching rivalry between Alcorn’s Luther Riley and Jackson State’s Wayne Brent.

o

r

i

a

JSU hopes coach Brent will surround himself with SWAC and even NCAA trophies
The two battled for
several season as district
rivals. Riley coached
Provine
and
Brent
coached Callaway.
Their last battle was for
the state championship
with Brent coming out
on top. That season they
battled 5 times. Although
Provine won 3, Callaway
won the last two.
So needless to say,
their matchups will also Coach Brent stays busy talking to
people these days
be chess matches.

m

NFL Hall of Famer, actor Deacon Jones dies at 74
eurweb.com

David “Deacon” Jones, a Pro
Football Hall of Fame defensive end for the Los Angeles
Rams who went on to appear
as an actor and a TV pitchman
for Miller Lite, has died. He
was 74.
Jones’ death from natural
causes at his home in Southern
California was announced June
3 by Washington Redskins
general manager Bruce Allen,
whose father, the late George
Allen, coached Jones for five
seasons with the Rams and for
a season with the Redskins.
Jones, at 6-foot-4 and 272
pounds, played with the Rams
from 1961-71 and teamed with

Lamar Lundy, Rosey Grier and
Merlin Olsen to form the imposing defensive line known as
the Fearsome Foursome back
when the team played in the
Los Angeles Memorial Coliseum. His specialty was sacking
the quarterback in an era when
sacks were not an official statistic (he unofficially recorded
22 of them in a season twice
with the Rams and would rank
among the all-time leaders in
the category). In fact, he reportedly coined the term “sack” to
define tackling the quarterback
for a loss.
Jones played himself in a
memorable 1972 episode of
“The Odd Couple” when Felix

Unger (Tony Randall) tried to
pair him and Oscar Madison
(Jack Klugman) for a commercial. He also appeared in
the TV series “Bewitched,”
“Banacek,” “The Fall Guy”
and “Good vs. Evil” and in the
1978 films “Heaven Can Wait”
and “The Norseman.”
Jones also made his mark in
Miller Lite TV spots. In one,
he recites a poem about his
love for the beer, sending patrons fleeing from a bar when
he concludes with, “Blue is a
violet, red is a rose, and if you
don’t believe me, I’m going to
break your nose.”
A native of Eatonville, Fla.,
Jones was drafted by the Rams

in the 14th round of the 1961
NFL Draft after playing in college at South Carolina State
and Mississippi Vocational
College. He was traded to the
San Diego Chargers in 1972
and finished up his pro career
with Washington in 1974.
He was named to the Pro
Bowl eight times and inducted
into the Hall of Fame in 1980
during his first year of eligibility. He missed just five games
as a pro due to injury.
“Deacon Jones was one of
the greatest players in NFL
history. Off the field, he was a
true giant,” the Redskins’ Allen
said in a statement. “[Jones’]
passion and spirit will continue
to inspire those who knew him.
He was a cherished member
of the Allen family. … I will
always consider him my big
brother.”

Jones
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“After
Earth”
Father and son crash-land on earth
in campy Sci-Fi saga

By Kam Williams
Film Reviewer
In recent years, the name M. Night
Shyamalan has become synonymous
with mediocre movies with a humdinger of a twist tacked on at the very
end.
Meanwhile, Will Smith has been
so successful as the perennial star of
a string of summer blockbusters, that
he’s been crowned “Mr. July.”
Thus, when the two former Philadelphians decide to collaborate on
a film project, something ostensibly
has to give. Will Shyamalan be able
to stem his decade-long decline, or
does Will’s winning streak come to an
abrupt end?
Looking a little more like a Shyamalan than a Smith production, this
cheapo, post-apocalyptic adventure
suffers from a combination of miscasting and cheesy special f/x (reminiscent of Lost in Space, the ‘60s TV
series).

Consequently, After Earth pales in
comparison with a couple of other scifi pictures presently in theaters, specifically Star Trek 12 and Iron Man 3.
At least this futuristic, Shyamalan
offering does not turn to rabbit-outa-hat resolution. In fact, quite to the
contrary, the predictable ending of
this ‘stranded and I want to go home’
saga is an exercise in the obvious established by the premise.
As for the acting, Will Smith is
normally good for a little comic relief
even in his dramatic outings. Here,
however, that trademark flair for the
flamboyant he regularly exhibited on
TV as The Fresh Prince of Bel-Air is
nowhere in sight.
Instead, he displays a sober stoicism from start to finish as General
Cypher Raige, the forbidding father
of Kitai (Jaden Smith), an aspiring
ranger eager to prove his worth as a
soldier.
Kitai gets his chance when they are

the only survivors of an intergalactic
expedition crash-landing onto Earth, a
planet abandoned by humanity a millennium earlier.
With the General wounded and the
spaceship crippled, it is up to Kitai to
embark on a hundred-kilometer trip
through the jungle alone to retrieve
the emergency beacon from the detached tail section.
This proves to be a very mean feat,
since the forest is covered with a variety of voracious, man-eating creatures.
Will Smith proceeds to spend the
balance of the movie sitting in the
damaged fuselage surrounded by
unspooled reams of what looks like
toilet paper!
Unbudgeted scenery aside, this
film is really designed as a vehicle for
his real-life son, Jaden, whose performance in front of the blue screen
is tarnished a tad by a high-pitched
voice yet to crack.

Crossword Puzzle

It is said there comes a time in
every black comedian’s career
when he’s asked to put on a dress.
Well, it seems the same can be said
about appearing in a campy sci-fi
as demonstrated by Billy Cosby in
Leonard Part 6, Eddie Murphy in
The Adventures of Pluto Nash and
John Witherspoon in Cosmic Slop.
“After Earth” is a simplistic,
father-son morality play strictly
for little kids and diehard Will and
Jaden Smith fans. It is destined
to be added to the pantheon of
inadvertently-funny blaxploitation
flicks with a devoted cult following.
RATING: PG-13 for action violence and disturbing images; good
(2 Stars)
Running time: 100 minutes
Distributor: Columbia Pictures
To see a trailer for After Earth,
visit:
http://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=lUcNyzu4IdM

Sudoku
The challenge is to fill every row across, every column down, and every
3x3 box with the digits 1 through 9. Each 1 through 9 digit must appear
only once in each row across, each column down, and each 3x3 box.

© 2008. Feature Exchange

Cryptogram

A cryptogram is a puzzle where a sentence is encoded by substituting the
actual letters of the sentence with different letters. The challenge of the
puzzle is to ‘decode’ the sentence to reveal the original English sentence.
We have provided a few of the decoded letters to help get you started.

Hint: Quote by Eleanor Roosevelt

© 2013. Feature Exchange

This Week’s Horoscopes
This week you may be more interested in
the differences than similarities between
you and a new romantic interest.

ACROSS
1. Abdominal muscles (abbr.)
4. Regard
10. Allow
11. Basement
12. Anger
13. Hair __
14. Dogma
16. Stretch to make do
17. Object
18. Who fire fighters work for
(abbr.)
20. Paid (abbr.)
22. __ Major (Big Dipper)
26. Viper
29. Waning
31. Hardly
33. Also
34. Bane
35. Long time
36. Baseball’s Jackson
37. Mole

DOWN
1. Where you were at crime time
2. Cap
3. Stone
4. Vertex
5. Sell a fief
6. Winder malady
7. Otherwise
8. Keg
9. Leaf maker
15. Pixie
19. Give a nickname to
21. Headquarters of British India
23. Ceremonies of passage
24. Spy
25. Torment
26. Reduce (abbr.)
27. Discount
28. Pickpocket
30. Computer memory unit
32. Hard boiled food
© 2013. Feature Exchange

1/21 - 2/19
Aquarius

You may have insights or breakthroughs
this week regarding your employment or
even a favorite pet.
7/23-8/21
Leo

This week is an excellent time to let people
know just how much you love them!
2/20 - 3/20
Pisces

This weekend family members may start
to value you for your independence and
unique personality.
8/22 - 9/23
Virgo

Your desire to make a fresh start and to
strike out on your own is a powerful tool
this week.
3/21 - 4/20
Aries

A tweak of energy and an inclination to
rash moves may cause you to spend more
money than you have today.
9/24 - 10/23
Libra

Your physical energy is intensified by the
end of this week. Use all of it!
4/21 - 5/21
Taurus

If you think you are probably going to
win today, you needn't show it!
10/24 - 11/22
Scorpio

This week try to channel your abundant
knowledge into more creative things.
5/22 - 6/21
Gemini

This weekend all kinds of conflict might
arise but can be avoided.
11/23 - 12/22
Sagittarius

Others may find you particularly funny or
witty this week at a picnic or at a date.
6/22 - 7/22
Cancer

This week any win-win situation is
definitely the way to go, make it a great
week!
12/23 - 1/20
Capricorn

(For puzzle answer keys, see page 14)
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Former child star Alfonso Ribiero
Beyonce leads Sound of
speaks up for a troubled Amanda Bynes Change concert in London

eurweb.com
Alfonso Ribiero, aka “Carlton Banks” of the Fresh Prince
Prince of Bel-Air, recently went
to bat for Amanda Bynes, who
is steadily becoming the new
Lindsey Lohan.
Only a fortuneteller could
have foreseen the transformation Bynes has undergone seemingly overnight, morphing from
a cute, non-assuming teenager
on Nickelodeon, into a tawdry,
misguided, drug-laden, DUI recipient.
During an interview with
theGrio’s Chris Witherspoon,
the 41-year-old actor weighed
in on Bynes’ recent erratic behavior and whether or not she
can rehabilitate her career.
“I think the world has changed
and I think that the reality
shows believe that the world
has a right to your personal
life,” Ribeiro said. “I think that
if we can lose the personal side

of celebrities’ lives being so out
there in the public, she could actually probably rehabilitate herself with whatever’s going on,
if anything. How much of it is
true? How much of it is sensationalized? We don’t know. And
the truth lies somewhere probably in between.”
Bynes was arrested May 30
in New York City for reportedly
smoking marijuana in her apartment building. While the police
were in the lobby of her building, she reportedly threw a bong
out of her 36th floor window.
After being released from jail,
she took to Twitter claiming she
was sexually harassed by an
NYPD officer during her arrest.
“I was sexually harassed by
one of the cops the night before last which is who then arrested me,” Bynes tweeted. “He
lied and said I threw a bong out
the window when I opened the
window for fresh air. Hilarious.

He slapped
my vagina.
Sexual harassment.
Big deal.”
Ribiero
said he was
recently
w a t c h i n g Ribiero
video footage of Bynes being assaulted by
a photographer.
“I watched something the
other day and a photographer’s
sitting there, actually assaulting her. I think that’s the side
that actually has to change.
Regardless of what’s she going through, regardless of what
has happened to her in her life,
it’s never OK to put your hands
on a woman. And that guy who
did that should actually be prosecuted for putting his hands on
her when she’s hiding herself
trying to get into her building
after going to jail.”

Shemar Moore drama: woman
claims actor assaulted her
eurweb.com
Shemar Moore is all about the
drama. Well, on TV that is. And real
life too, it seems.
The TV part is scripted and comes
in the form of his CBS series “Criminal Minds.” But the real life drama
comes courtesy of some woman who
claims the actor assaulted her at his
Encino home recently.
The woman called the cops and
when they arrived, the actor and the
woman each accused the other of
pushing and shoving. And as you can

imagine, the words “drinking was involved” was part of the police report.
A source told TMZ: “the woman
was in Shemar’s backyard with a
number of people when someone,
not Shemar, pushed her in the pool.
We’re told she got very upset and
tried to come inside the house, soaking wet. She was asked to wait until
someone could get her some towels.”
Later Moore came to the door
with towels, but the woman became
even more irate and she was asked to

leave. One of
them started
the
pushing, and she
called LAPD.
When the
cops arrived,
both the actor
Moore
and the woman insisted on having the other arrested. But since there was no evidence
of injury to either, the police decided
to let the two them work it out.

eurweb.com
On Saturday, June 1, Beyonce headlined an all-star,
girl-powered concert in
London to call attention to
the plight of women around
the world. The show aired
Sunday night on NBC, but
all folks are talking about
Monday morning is a pic
she Tumblr’d that appears
to dispel recent rumors that
she is pregnant.
The 31-year-old, currently on her Mrs. Carter world
tour, recently flooded her
Tumblr page with a variety
of photos from her global
travels. One in particular
[seen above] shows Bey sitting on the lap of her husband Jay-Z, 43, sipping a
glass of what appears to be
red wine.
Furthermore, she posted a
close-up of a wine bottle, as
well a photo of cases upon
cases of wine in the restaurant.
Folks today have taken
the photos as Bey’s way of
saying she’s not pregnant and not that she suddenly
chose to flaunt a decision to
drink alcohol if she were.
The pic comes on the
heels of her June 1 performance at The Sound of
Change Live concert, held
at London’s Twickenham
Stadium as part of Chime
For Change, a global campaign for improved education, health and justice for
women and girls worldwide.
Bey co-founded the effort
along with Gucci’s creative

Beyonce and husband Jay-Z
director Frida Giannini,
and actress Salma Hayek
Pinault. In addition to Beyonce, the performance
lineup included Mary J.
Blige, Jennifer Lopez, John
Legend, Florence + the Machine, Ellie Goulding, Jessie J, Haim, Iggy Azalea,
Rita Ora, Timbaland and
Laura Pausini.
Also, Madonna was on
hand to introduce Emmyand Oscar-winning Pakistani documentary filmmaker Sharmeen Obaid Chinoy.
And appearing on stage for
the cause were Blake Lively, James Franco, Jessica
Chastain, Ryan Reynolds,
Zoe Saldana, Jada Pinkett
Smith and more.
Some 50,000 in attendance saw the acts perform
in between calls for audience members to head to
Facebook and find a cause
to support.
The show also featured

several surprise collaborations. Lopez, after performing a set complete with
costume changes, special
effects and dancers which
included her current single,
“Live It Up,” followed by
“Get Right,” “Love Don’t
Cost A Thing,” “Jenny
From The Block” and “Hold
It Don’t Drop It,” pulled out
Mary J. Blige for a cover of
the “Come Together.” She
closed her set with “On The
Floor,” releasing shooting
cannons of white confetti
up in the air as she exited
the stage.
Beyonce, after being introduced by Hayek, performed a 45-minute set
bathed in gold, black
and silver. In the middle
of “Crazy In Love,” she
brought out Jay-Z.
Her acapella rendition of
“I Will Always Love You”
followed by “Halo” closed
out the night.
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piggly wiggly
June 5 - 11, 2013

110 East Academy
Canton, MS
1150 East Peace St.
Canton, MS

STORE HOURS:
Monday - Saturday / 7 a.m. - 9 p.m.
Sunday 8 a.m. - 8 p.m.

225 Meadowbrook Rd.
JACKSON, MS
2875 McDowell Rd.
JACKSON, MS

STORE HOURS:
Monday - Saturday / 7 a.m. - 9 p.m.
Sunday 8 a.m. - 8 p.m.

No Cards Needed To
Shop Our Low Prices

the price you see is the price
you pay at the register.
www.pigglywigglyms.com
3 LBS. OR MORE FRESH

FRESH

GROUND
BEEF
$ 39

QUARTER LOIN
PORK CHOPS
$ 69

2

1

PER LB.

FAMILY PACK, PER LB.

USDA BEEF BONELESS

USDA BEEF BONELESS

BOTTOM
ROUND STEAK

BONELESS
CUBED STEAK

$ 99

$ 69

$ 79

2

3

PER LB.

3

PER LB.

FRESH THIN SLICED

FAMILY PACK, PER LB.

FRESH

FRESH FROZEN

BREAKFAST
PORK RIBS

CENTER CUT
PORK CHOPS

BABY BACK
RIBS

$ 79

$ 69

$ 99

2

2

PER LB.

SELECT

COKE PRODUCTS

KELLOGG'S
CEREAL

5

20 PACK 12 OZ. CANS

$ 99

1

$ 19

2

17 - 24 OZ.

$ 99

FRESH PRODUCE
SEEDLESS RED CHILEAN

GRAPES

CHERRIES

$ 79

$ 99

1

FRESH EXPRESS

SALAD MIX

$ 00

3

FRESH FANCY YELLOW OR ZUCCHINI

DAIRY & FROZEN
DEPARTMENTS

/4
3$
PATTIES
/1
BISCUITS 79¢
2$
SINGLES
/5
$ 00
DRINK
1
$ 00
CORN
1
VEGETABLES 2/$5
$ 00
TOAST
1
HOT POCKETS $999
TONY'S PIZZA 2/$4
SAVE ON EGGLAND BEST

2$
LARGE
EGGS
.....................................
DOZEN

COUNTRY BRAND OLEO

8 OZ. .........................................
PIGGLY WIGGLY

BUTTER FLAVOR, TEXAS STYLE, 10 CT.
PIGGLY WIGGLY AMERICAN CHEESE

16 OZ. .....................................

BRIGHT & EARLY APPLE, GRAPE, ORANGE
59 OZ. ......................................
MC KENZIE'S CREAMED CHUB

16 - 20 OZ. ..................................

COLE'S MINI GARLIC BREAD OR

7 - 8 OZ. ....................................
PEPPERONI OR HAM & CHEESE

IDAHO RUSSET

SQUASH

POTATOES

$ 00

$ 19

1

1

FAMILY PACK, PER LB.

2 LB. ........................................

PER LB.

POUND

DRUMSTICKS
& THIGHS
$ 19

FRESH FROZEN SELECT FROZEN

SWEET RIPE

PER LB.

1

PER LB.

SAVE ON

28 OZ. CAN

12 OZ.

2

PER LB.

SLICED
PEACHES

FRESH FRYER

USDA CHOICE BEEF

RUMP
ROAST

MISSION PRIDE

1574 West Government Blvd.
BRANDON, MS
Crossgates Shopping
Village

2
8 LB.

12 PACK, 54 OZ. ...........................

13.6 - 17.2 OZ. ..............................
ASSORTED FLAVORS PIGGLY WIGGLY

ICE CREAM
$ 89
& SHERBERT
......................................
56 OZ.

1

